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Abstract

Escape room games are a novel educational intervention with multiple benefits reported in the

literature. There is little research that explores the use of this intervention in English. This

case study pilots escape room games as a context for students to learn and practice unfamiliar

text skills. Specifically, it seeks to determine any increase in English disciplinary literacy, and

engagement and motivation at Year 10 following multiple treatments.

To test that escape room games can improve disciplinary literacy, engagement and motivation,

students were given pre-, mid- and posttests around two game sessions. These tests measured

self-efficacy and disciplinary literacy in the form of reading comprehension and analysis.

These data were analysed using simple statistical analysis. The results showed modest

increases to self-efficacy, and reading comprehension. Persistence, strategy use and affect

increased, while help seeking and interest decreased.

Two anonymous focus group discussions were held after the posttest by a third party.

Thematic analysis was used to make sense of these focus group discussions. The results of

this thematic analysis showed students felt that they had learned less in the time given

compared to traditional didactic methods, but they felt motivated by the social and

collaborative aspects of the escape room games.

Using data from the tests and focus groups, results showed that escape room games are a

viable learning intervention for English disciplinary literacy as an opportunity to practice

existing skills, rather than learn new ones. They also provide students with a rich social and

motivational environment. Design considerations are also presented in the light of adapting

ERGs for use in English High School classrooms.
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Introduction

The ability to identify and analyse the language features of unfamiliar texts is a key skill in

secondary English classrooms. It is commonly found in national curricula (e.g. New Zealand

Curriculum (NZC); Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) English Literature

Curricula, etc.) as a distinctly assessable skill. Exam based and timed, unfamiliar text skills

are anecdotally perceived as difficult to teach and learn (Dymoke, 2012). Based on the

importance of unfamiliar text skills in senior secondary high stakes exams, over the course of

seven weeks this study used escape room games (ERGs) twice to reinforce the acquisition of

unfamiliar text skills and measured changes in assessment tasks (ATs) and self-efficacy

Likert-scale questionnaires.

I teach English at a small, rural private school. I have taught for five years, all of them in this

school. I am currently the Head of English and Modern Languages, a position I have held for

two years. The school runs on a 10 day timetable, with 50 minute periods every day except for

Thursdays, which are 30 minute periods. The afternoon section of Thursdays are dedicated to

activity times. The administration was open to experiential learning, and having one afternoon

per week dedicated to a broad sweep of activities meant that the students were used to new or

unfamiliar learning experiences during this activity time. The students in this study were from

two Year 10 English classes that I taught.

These English classes serve as a preparatory year for sitting Cambridge International

Examinations (CIE) at Year 11 at the end of the following year. Within Cambridge

International Examinations there are two streams of English: language and literature.
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Language is usually taken by students who are less confident or able in English, and

Literature is the more academic path. Language is focused on the mechanics and creation of

language. Composition of letters, scripts, responses, interviews and nearly any other

non-academic genre of writing could be covered in the external Examinations, which are the

summative assessment for the course. In addition to composition, students are asked to find

language features and describe their effects in unseen texts. Literature is the more traditional

approach to the study of English. Students read a broad selection of poetry, short stories,

Shakespeare and are also asked to analyse a piece of unseen text by essay in their external

Examinations, which are also their only summative assessments.

The first reason Year 10 was chosen is to minimise any potential interruptions caused by the

intervention. As Year 11 and Year 12 students are sitting examinations that will reflect on

them for the rest of their secondary school years, I felt it was unethical to interfere with the

natural process in a sustained manner. Second, the intervention itself takes time from class

that isn’t dedicated to traditional didactic methods. Third, I was teaching both Year 10 classes.

This meant I didn’t create any extra work for my colleagues who, along with the power

imbalance with being solicited to participate in a study with their boss, and considering the

ongoing pandemic, didn’t need any more work. Performing a case study across these two

classes meant that pedagogical and didactic approaches were identical across the length of the

year and intervention. It is my hope that this helps with the validity and accuracy of the

findings. Fourth, the skills and underpinning literacies for both NCEA and CIE are similar.

Using Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of cognitive apprenticeship, it seemed reasonable to me that

after this year the spread of ability would be less dramatic. When students are sorted into their

Year 11 class tracks, relative ability is closer than the unstructured classes at Year 10. This

limits the action of cognitive apprenticeship, and any constructivist benefit less confident
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students might derive from working with more able and confident students. Fifth, by

providing a positive and engaging didactic experience in the formative stages of a student’s

senior years, it was hoped that the intervention might have more leverage in an ongoing way.

This is of course outside the scope of this study to examine, but this aspiration was an

important component to justify the use of time on non-traditional didactic methods. Sixth, the

intervention was staged over seven weeks in Terms 3 and 4. This meant that it did not

influence or affect student outcomes in the Year 10 placement internal examinations. As an

elaboration of my second point above, I wanted to avoid any real or perceived meddling with

the normal processes of the school.

ERGs are a novel educational intervention that uses social constructivist techniques,

communication skills, critical thinking, and problem solving to create engaging learning

experiences. Working in teams, participants solved a series of puzzles and riddles in a limited

amount of time. These activities are usually one-off and a set of puzzles is usually unique to

each playthrough. Students may learn more about the typical design of puzzles, but the actual

puzzles are generally not the same. ERGs are often facilitated by a series of written hints or an

actor that gives clues when teams get stuck. This intervention is versatile, and the designer

can require and reward specific skills in their puzzles. Some ERGs reward high levels of

communication (Clarke et al., 2017) while others use storytelling to teach scientific methods

(Dietrich, 2018), and others yet use ERGs as a framework for emulating real medical

situations (Diemer et al., 2019).

Studies have widely identified the increased engagement and team building that ERGs

promote (e.g. Clarke et al., 2017; Diemer et al., 2019; Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019), and others
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have made claims about the ability for ERGs to teach new skills and reinforce existing ones

(e.g. Dietrich, 2018; López-Belmonte et al., 2020; Sárközi et al., 2019). The acquisition and

reinforcement of skills and knowledge is an area of ERGs that is relatively unresearched. By

using the increased engagement of ERGs, researchers (e.g. Dietrich, 2018; Sárközi et al.,

2019) have suggested that teachers could reinforce or teach skills and content knowledge to a

deeper level than less engaging methods of content reinforcement (Clarke et al., 2017).

Analysis of unfamiliar texts usually focuses on the content and analysis of language in

excerpts without the usual context of a novel or thematic unit (Lockney & Proudfoot, 2013).

This provides a clear link between the ‘one-off’, timed, and analytical nature of both ERGs

and unfamiliar text assessments. The study is unique in that it deals with relatively unexplored

contexts within the literature: an English classroom, a High School, reading comprehension,

self-efficacy, and unfamiliar texts.

This study was designed to address three research questions:

1. What effect does the intervention have on individual affective and social

aspects of learning in participants?

2. What effect does the intervention have on learning and engagement in the

participants?

3. How do the affordances and drawbacks of ERGs apply to educational

experiences in the English discipline?
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Rationale

Unfamiliar texts are defined as “a piece of text that has not previously been read or [studied]”

(Dymoke, 2012, p. 395). As content knowledge is non-transferable when assessing unfamiliar

texts, efforts to teach the topic must focus instead on the skills that support analysis. When

referring to unfamiliar text skills, I mean the battery of identification and analytical abilities

that students use to make meaning out of new texts. I have identified three elements that are

required for the successful teaching of unfamiliar text skills: a focus on applying skills,

motivated and engaged students, and the development of higher order thinking skills.

The teaching of unfamiliar text skills should focus on students actively applying skills. A

typical English unit works chapter by chapter through a text with teacher-led didactic

activities. These activities are assessed summatively with examinations that require

memorisation and a sensitive understanding of the context of that work. Unfamiliar text, by

definition, focuses on the analysis of the mechanics and effects language with no wider

context (Lockney & Proudfoot, 2013). In other words, success with unfamiliar texts requires

adaptively applied skills rather than memorised knowledge. ERGs provide a solution as they

prove extensive opportunities to practice a wide variety of analytical skills (Nicholson, 2015).

Activities can be turned into puzzles that require inference, contextual reading, and many

other skills the designer wishes to have practised. In this way, skills that may be perceived as

unpleasant or repetitive can be practised in an engaging learning experience.

Teaching unfamiliar texts requires the use of engaging and accessible methods. Dymoke

(2012) has identified a sense of disconnection between teachers and the instruction of

unfamiliar poetry, predicated partially in a lack of engagement by students. Noel-Tod (2005)
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reflects that “successful teaching [of unfamiliar texts] elicits participation” (p. 282) but that

often the didactic style of teachers precludes interaction with a text. This lack of engagement

is a barrier to student success and teacher efficacy. ERGs can mitigate this because they are

competitive and exciting and often encourage students to persevere in problems that they may

have abandoned in a traditional lesson (Nicholson, 2018; Painter, 2019). Students often report

increased motivation around learning after ERGs (Clarke et al., 2017; Borrego et al., 2017;

Diemer et al., 2019; Dietrich, 2018; Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019; López-Belmonte et al., 2020;

Reade, 2017). This aspect of ERGs has positively affected students and correlated to both

self-efficacy and AT results.

Higher order thinking (Krathwohl, 2002) has been linked to successful analysis of unfamiliar

texts (Hashimoto & Hayashi, 2019). Specifically, studies have linked broad problem solving

(e.g. Kamali & Fahim, 2011), inference (Hall & Barnes, 2017), and metacognition

(Olin-Scheller & Tengberg, 2017) as key skills that indicate success with unfamiliar text

comprehension. These skills align neatly with the recursive sense-making of experts as

conceptualised in disciplinary literacy (Moje, 2015; Spires et al., 2018). The literature reports

ERGs as facilitating these skills, and particularly building inference, abstract logic, recall, and

application of prior learning (Caldas et al., 2019; Diemer et al., 2019; Dietrich, 2018; Painter,

2019). There is a clear and positive link between the deep thought that unfamiliar texts require

to analyse and the potential for ERGs to provide practice with them.

Structure

In chapter two, this thesis will first cover the literature on gameful design, the application,

affordances and drawbacks of ERGs, Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002), reading

comprehension, disciplinary literacy, motivation and self-efficacy. In chapter three, the
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methodology of the case study will be described. In chapter four, I will present the findings

from the ATs, questionnaires and focus group. A discussion of the findings follows in chapter

five. The discussion chapter focuses first on how the intervention fits with the broader

literature, before turning to discuss novel aspects as relates to the intervention in this case

study. Chapter six concludes the thesis by answering the research questions.

It is beyond the scope of this study to provide a comprehensive framework for the

implementation of ERGs into an English classroom for unfamiliar text skills. Instead, I will

give a methodical and logical account of my observations, and recommendations for future

research and implementation accordingly. It bears repeating that research examining the use

of ERGs in English disciplinary literacy is almost non-existent. Therefore, in light of the

limitations of space, only the findings and discussion I felt were most useful to the nascent

advancement of this intervention was included.

Further limits are implicit in the methodology: a case study is at best a body of evidence for

other practitioners to assess what findings may or may not be applicable to their context. It

has been my intention to describe my observations as richly as possible. Likewise, the

participants in the school are highly motivated and academically oriented. These are not

universally distributed qualities, and so the sample again limits the generalizability of the

study.

This study offers a possible explanation for the mechanics of collaboration in ERGs, an

elaboration on the unexpected role of failure, the role of learning, and general considerations

for teachers looking to adapt Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework to use in a secondary setting.
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Literature Review

A literature review was conducted to ascertain the reported affordances and drawbacks of

ERGs in the literature. Following this, a conceptual approach was taken to integrate the novel

intervention with gameful design, the epistemic philosophy of social constructivism, Bloom’s

taxonomy of knowledge, and traditional constructs of reading comprehension and disciplinary

literacy, and motivation and self-efficacy. Gaps in the literature are summarised at the end of

this chapter.

Affordances of ERGs

Motivates and engages students

The most important aspect of ERGs is that they are nearly universally engaging (Fotaris &

Mastoras, 2019; Makri et al., 2021; Taraldsen et al., 2020; Veldkamp et al., 2020). Painter

(2019) suggests that students are more likely to work through problems in an ERG than they

would have abandoned in a traditional lesson. This increased motivation is noted in

post-activity questionnaires by Clarke et al. (2017), Reade (2017), Borrego et al. (2017),

Dietrich (2018), Diemer el al. (2019), Lopez-Pernas et al. (2019), and López-Belmonte et al.

(2020). Students all reported high levels of enjoyment during the activity and of those studies,

López-Belmonte et al. (2020) noted a significant drop in reported negative emotions about

learning. Reade (2017) observes that this motivation is likely to build future success, although

Reade doesn’t provide a motivation construct to support this claim.

During ERGS, the time limit and variety of activity encourages a dynamic and exciting

atmosphere to build student learning (Clarke et al., 2017; Reade, 2017). Dietrich (2018),

Sárközi et al. (2019) and Diemer el al. (2019) conducted their research in subjects that are
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anecdotally difficult or boring, and showed an increase in positive emotions towards the

subject and learning in post-tests. None of these studies provided an explicit motivation

construct, making comparison or discussion between studies difficult to establish within the

wider motivation literature. Delivering active, engaging learning to children is a main

affordance of ERGs, and in their analysis Nicholson (2018), Painter (2019), Lopez-Pernas et

al. (2019) and López-Belmonte et al. (2020) reported active learning as a critical aspect of the

ERG. Active learning facilitates higher order thinking by “involving students in doing things

and thinking about what they are doing” (Bonwell & Eisen, 1991, p. 5). These perspectives

agree with Nicholson’s (2018) admonition that ERGs must be more than a way to “simply

check answers” (p. 45).

Student centred

ERGs typically exist in a scenario that is distinct from the real world where the student is

framed as a ‘detective’ or expert. This role shift takes the focus from the teacher to the

student. Clarke et al. (2017), Reade (2017), and Nicholson (2018) have explained this student

centred affordance as creating safe spaces that encourage students to take risks by stepping

into the role of expertise. When students are presented as experts, ERGs create a chance to

showcase “what [students] can do rather than … [trying] to catch them at what they can’t do”

(Clarke et al., 2017, p. 84). This change from focusing on what knowledge is missing to what

is present creates a sense of safety for students and makes it more likely for them to engage in

the task. Clarke et al. (2017) have not described a way of expressing this safety, but Reade

(2017) suggested that a briefing would help to familiarise new learners with the conventions

of breakout puzzles. These briefings, as in Lopez-Pernas et al. (2019) and Diemer el al.

(2019), explain the rules of the game and make it explicit that the experience is about student

problem solving. A digital format can ease student apprehension as individual puzzles are
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easily reset after failure, as well as giving instant feedback (Berthod et al., 2020;

López-Belmonte et al.; 2020). In these ways, ERGs facilitate a student focused experience

that encourages them to take learning risks and potentially feel like an expert.

Promotes Higher Order Thinking

Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002) is a commonly used method of organising

activities as more or less useful for learning. Analysis, evaluation and creation activities are

considered to be higher order thinking. In other words, activities that provide learning that is

more detailed and can be recalled more easily than lower order thinking. ERGs facilitate this

type of thinking by providing a variety of puzzles that potentially encourage higher order

thinking including inference, abstract logic, and application of prior learning (Diemer et al.,

2019; Dietrich, 2018; Painter, 2019). These puzzles do not rely on hand-eye coordination, or

luck as some traditional games do, but rather they focus on cognitive processes (Nicholson,

2018). Sárközi et al. (2019) suggest that inference and problem solving skills are built during

ERGs, and Echeverría et al. (2011) link Bloom’s (Krathwohl, 2002) analysis and evaluation to

the most effective elements of games based learning. This opens up the possibility for ERGs

to support learning at all levels of scholarship, as it has for example with post-graduate

doctors (Diemer et al., 2019), legitimising ERGs as a flexible and adaptive intervention for a

broad range of contexts. Students are able to create with ERGs as well, either creating a game

for their peers (Heim et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2018; Nicholson, 2018) or by incorporating

creation into the puzzles as Lopez-Pernas et al. (2019) and Borrego et al. (2017) did by

including programming into their ERGs. Student-created ERGs is a separate consideration

from the intervention as presented in this study. By definition, students creating ERGs is a

higher order thinking activity, but this is not the standard use of the intervention. Most ERGs

deal with students playing teacher or researcher created games. Later critics, such as
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Veldkamp et al. (2022) have questioned the presence of higher order thinking in ERGs due to

the objective nature of puzzles. Because puzzles have a predetermined outcome, Veldkamp et

al. argue that there is no space for true evaluation or creation. Currently, the role of higher

order thinking and it’s role within ERGs is disputed.

Collaborative and inclusive

As a team based game, ERGs are an excellent opportunity for collaboration (Reade, 2017) or

competition between groups (Dugnol-Menendez et al., 2021; Veldkamp et al., 2022), with

puzzles possibly differentiated for ability levels in the groups. Echeverría et al. (2011) note

that games based learning can be designed to require collaboration, this being the ubiquitous

design in the literature. As Ross (2019) found in a small tertiary-based pilot study, playing

ERGs alone is unenjoyable. As seen in the design of Clarke et al. (2017), inter-group

collaboration is also possible: a team of graduate students and staff were split into two

separate rooms that required the two groups to collaborate via webcam to solve the wider

puzzle. The literature describes interprofessional collaboration as particularly common in

ERG implementation in medical research (e.g. Diemer et al., 2019; Vuillaume et al.) where

communication in the real world can be a matter of life and death. Because ERGs are team

based, there is a natural momentum that facilitates informal learning conversations after the

game (Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019; Sárközi et al., 2019) building collaboration and active,

social learning even further (Painter, 2019; Reade, 2017). The social nature of the game

means that students support each other, as they win and lose as a team (De Koven, 2013;

Nicholson, 2018) and provides an opportunity for students to model problem solving to

reinforce learning and make activities more inclusive. This creates a rich learning

environment, and provides an opportunity to encourage positive social feedback as in

self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997), and cognitive apprenticeship (Vygotsky, 1978).
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Allows Extremely Specific Learning Outcomes

The game element of ERGs facilitates extremely specific learning outcomes to be taught or

assessed. Where an initial didactic lecture is not used, student learning can be measured using

a pre-test and post-test (Clarke et al., 2017; Dietrich, 2018; Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019; Sárközi

et al., 2019). In this type of ERG design, puzzles are designed for the discovery of principles,

for example physics phenomena revealed in experiments (Sárközi et al., 2019). In this socially

constructed learning, students take what is often described as difficult (Diemer el al., 2019) or

unengaging (Dietrich, 2018) subject matter and explore the processes that make up the

learning. Caldas et al. (2019) designed an ERG about 12 specific learning outcomes from a

tertiary pharmacy course (N=30) and measured student knowledge before and after the

intervention. The participants measured either the same or an improved result on the post-test.

Dietrich (2018) likewise suggests that ERGs helped to teach an industrial process by

discovery learning. The claim was not supported by a pre-test, so they too were unable to

prove this affordance. López-Belmonte et al. (2020) hint at this potential by recommending

that puzzles be designed with a formative element so the intervention can teach and test at the

same time.

Limitations

Novelty

While ERGs are not new, the first being dated roughly to 2007 in Japan (Nicholson, 2015),

the application as a learning intervention is (Nicholson, 2018; Painter, 2019). Typically, the

research presented in the literature captures a student’s first interaction with ERGs. Even in

later research when ERGs have gained increased popularity, studies such as

Dugnol‑Menéndez et al. (2021) reported that ERGs were novel to 74% of their participants.
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The gap is that there is no prolonged engagement between the intervention and the same

students across multiple contexts or in light of robust frameworks. Initial analysis of the

qualitative reports of engagement, as detailed above, could be criticised for a lack of rigour

and reproducibility. While some reports (Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019) are cautious with the

extent of their claims, others (Malliarakis et al., 2021; Nicholson, 2018; Painter, 2019) make

much stronger claims about potential student achievement. The most robust reports focused

on measuring self-reported engagement (Diemer el al., 2019; López-Belmonte et al., 2020),

and were optimistic yet cautious about proposing it as a teaching intervention. Veldkamp et al.

(2022) found that, in their iteration, no long term learning retention was demonstrated, and

that students who knew less learned more. This provides an opportunity for this study to

contribute to the literature on motivation by providing a specific motivation construct, and to

contribute to the literature on learning by observing the intervention within the English

discipline.

Design considerations are not fully established

It is not always intuitive to design ERGs for the High School classroom. Studies either

focused solely on excitement and positive emotions (e.g. Borrego et al., 2017; Diemer el al.,

2019; López-Belmonte et al., 2020), or conducted the ERG as a learning activity without

having adequate instruments to measure the learning (e.g. Dietrich, 2018; Sárközi et al.,

2019). Sowell (2021) notes that it is “easy for the fun … to overshadow the academic

objectives of the experience” (p. 52). In other words, there are no established frameworks of

design or pedagogy to follow when designing for High School. The literature overwhelmingly

takes place in a tertiary or postgraduate setting (Taraldsen et al., 2020; Makri et al., 2021),

which means that findings and conclusions drawn about design and learning at the tertiary

level may not relate to secondary education.
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Best practice requires iterations

There are practical drawbacks with this intervention. Clarke et al. (2017) propose that a lack

of reflection at the end of ERGs changes from being a learning activity to a recreational

activity. Diemer et al. (2019) found debriefing discussions so important that they included two

- one between each of their two sessions, and one at the end. Similarly, Sárközi et al. (2019)

felt it important to discuss the results with the students after the ERGs. While tertiary contexts

are able to provide adequate time for this, in a secondary setting the languorous two hours

provided by Lopez-Pernas et al. (2019) is impossible to provide. Piloting and iteration is

another important concern of ERGs. There is a significant burden to produce an ERG, with

Diemer el al. (2019) taking the time to test-run the ERG with more advanced students to work

out the timing, and Sárközi et al. (2019) taking two days to develop their ERG. An investment

of time this large is not reasonable for a secondary teacher to regularly take on, so there is a

disconnect between these results and what we could reasonably expect from a secondary

school setting. However, ERGs can be reused with different classes and in different years so

the time investment becomes efficient over time.

Puzzles are difficult to balance for a context

As said above, iteration is the key to the most successful ERGs. Unfortunately, in a secondary

school setting, there is unlikely to be adequate time or resources to provide that iteration

except over years. Clarke et al. (2017) note that it is complex to match and measure intention

to outcome. I address this by incorporating disciplinary literacy into my methodology to

provide domain appropriate tasks that correlate directly to the skills on the pre-, mid- and

posttests. Painter (2019) warns that activities must be challenging but not frustrating, and

Reade (2017) suggests that activities should be fun but difficult. As identified in the section
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above, what constitutes the goldilocks zone of difficulty is purely speculative except in

iterations.

The commercial and typical solution to this is to provide a hint assistant, either as a person

(Clarke et al., 2017; Diemer el al., 2019; Dietrich, 2018; Lopez-Pernas et al., 2019) or as a

digital hint (López-Belmonte et al., 2020). While this removes agency and focus on students,

it is consistent with Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of cognitive apprenticeship, and leaves a

fail-safe mechanism to assist in the completion of the ERG. In the classroom, the teacher is a

natural choice to mediate between the puzzles and the students, but teacher interference might

negatively affect student outcomes (e.g. Daemen et al., 2020).

Digital vs Physical

There is disagreement about the relative merits of digital and physical ERGs. Physical games

were the original iteration, and add the appeal of a social and tactile experience. In addition,

physical ERGS can be focused on immersion and communication (Clarke et al., 2017; Reade,

2017). On the other hand, digital versions of ERGs are able to be made cheaply and at scale,

while not requiring the investment or maintenance of the physical versions. Digital versions

have also been able to successfully carry these social affordances to the context of online

learning during COVID19 lockdowns (Clune, 2021; Krekhov et al., 2021). Painter (2019)

suggests that digital ERGs are also able to change themes and narratives rapidly, for example,

a first period noir theme and a second period Egyptian theme, that would be impossible in a

physical ERG. While some settings have the equipment or funding to provide immersive

physical props for ERGs, secondary schools are perhaps more limited than post-secondary

settings. Both formats carry benefits, but it would seem the ubiquity of digital devices makes

digital a clear choice for secondary settings. Consequently, this study aims to take a hybrid
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approach (see Makri et al., 2021) with both physical and digital tasks mediated through an

automated answer checker.

Designing ERGs

A common suggestion by literature reviews on ERGs (i.e. Daemen et al., 2020; Fotaris &

Mastoras, 2019; Makri et al., 2021; Taraldsen et al., 2020; ) is that teachers should use a

design framework to ensure that ERGs have clearly defined learning objectives. At the current

time, there are four frameworks available for the design of specifically educational ERGs.

Two were published previous to the design of this study, and two were published after the

design of this study.

Guigon et al. (2018) provide a framework to design ERGs, but requires a linear progression

through puzzles and does not allow for a more complex nonlinear progression (e.g.

Nicholson, 2015). As I discuss in the following chapter, a nonlinear approach may provide

more opportunities for cooperation that will more thoroughly fit this study’s research

questions. The framework of Clarke et al. (2017) was considered and found to be the best fit

for the purposes of this study. Clarke et al.’s framework is methodical and potentially

adaptable to the secondary setting of this intervention. The framework has a clear set of

design steps, and identifies opportunities for teachers to make informed design choices when

creating an ERG.

Unavailable before the design phase of this study, Krekhov et al. (2021) have lately proposed

an atomic taxonomy of puzzles that categorises challenges into mental, physical, and

emotional categories. Despite Krekhov et al. proposing that they have presented a full

framework for design, it is more accurately described as a categorisation system for puzzles.
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Veldkamp et al. (2022) proposed a model that focuses on immersion, collaboration and the

debriefing process. This framework has a narrow focus and does not have a specific

consideration for learning. Veldkamp et al.’s framework focuses on what they see to be the

primary affordances of the intervention, and learning is not a primary concern. Veldkamp et

al. (2022) are critical of the frameworks of Guigon et al. (2018) and Clarke et al. (2017), yet

fail to provide a robust alternative in their own framework.

While I offer some limitations and recommendations for Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework in

the discussion chapter, overall this framework represents the best option for my purpose

currently available within the literature.

Conceptualising ERGs

The focus of this literature review now changes to a survey of conceptual underpinnings that

support the ERGs. These conceptual underpinnings have been selected on the basis that they

have a rich body of research. As ERGs are relatively unresearched, these underpinnings

provide a link between the reported affordances and the mechanisms that may explain them.

Just as Makri et al. (2021) and Daemen et al. (2020) suggest that teachers should use a design

framework to ensure that ERGs have clearly defined learning objectives, this section

examines conceptual frameworks to ensure a clear conceptual approach to understanding the

ERGs.

Gameful design was chosen to explain the use of game-like activities for an educational

purpose. Social constructivism was chosen to conceptualise the apparent learning interactions

between students as they complete the ERGs. Bloom’s taxonomy was chosen as a way to

measure the quality of learning activities within the ERGs. A thorough review of disciplinary
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literacy provides a common language for unfamiliar text skills, and a basis for learning

objectives. Likewise, a review of social cognitive theory and self-efficacy provides a robust

model of engagement and motivation. The concepts help to place ERGs within the wider

educational literature.

Philosophies of learning

Constructivism is a school of pedagogical philosophy that proposes knowledge is constructed

through social interaction. Vygotsky (1978) proposed that teachers should provide carefully

scaffolded experiences for students just out of their ability to achieve alone but achievable

with a more skilled peer, and called this difficulty level the zone of proximal development.

Vygotsky (1978) conceptualised students as little apprentices and each through a process he

called cognitive apprenticeship would be able to help the others learn as they construct and

discover knowledge collectively.

Johnson and Johnson (2009) built on the basic premises of social constructivism and

developed the modern version of cooperative learning. The primary mechanism of effective

cooperative learning is social interdependence, a state that exists when “the outcomes of

individuals are affected by their own and others’ actions” (Johnson & Johnson, 2009, p. 366).

Cooperative learning works well when there is (a) positive interdependence; (b) individual

accountability; (c) face to face promotive interaction; (d) appropriate use of social skills; and

(e) group processing (Johnson & Johnson, 2009). ERGs provide a rich opportunity for social

interdependence and cooperative learning.

In order to provide a model that aligns with the common constructivist epistemology in

modern classrooms, social constructivism will form the philosophy used to discuss some of
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the learning mechanisms in this study. The inherently social nature of ERGs, as well as the

attempt to pitch the difficulty of puzzles means that the constructs of the zone of proximal

development and cognitive apprenticeship can unite some mechanisms of disciplinary

literacy, self-efficacy, and social cognitive learning.

Taxonomy of knowledge

Bloom’s revised taxonomy of knowledge (Krathwohl, 2002) is a helpful construct to discuss

the relative quality of learning objectives and activities. In increasing order of leverage,

Bloom’s revised framework lists remembering, understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating

and creating as its taxonomy of verbs. Bloom’s revised taxonomy provides a system to

describe quality that complements Bandura’s (1997) model of self-efficacy by allowing a

judgement of not only how good a student feels about a given task, but also a way to judge the

quality of learning from that task.

Reading comprehension

As this study deals with unfamiliar reading skills as an English disciplinary literacy, I will

briefly explore the literature on reading comprehension as a bridge to the more specific

disciplinary literacy.

Reading comprehension is the ability for a reader to access the “overall understanding of what

is described in the text rather than to obtain meaning from isolated words or sentences”

(Woolley, 2011, p. 15). Klapwijk (2015) called reading comprehension an “interaction

between the reader, text and context” (p. 1)and stresses that it is this complex integration that

elevates comprehension above recognising letters and decoding words. Snow (2002) called

reading comprehension the act of “simultaneously extracting and constructing meaning …
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[from] written language” (p. 11). These definitions reinforce the focus on making meaning of

ideas, rather than interpreting symbols into sounds in reading comprehension.

Reading comprehension strategies (RCS) are an “action that is enacted [by a reader] … with

the goal of improving some aspect of comprehension” (Graesser, 2007, p. ix). Teaching these

are distinct from simply teaching reading, but focus on developing and integrating the deeper

meaning of the text with the reader.

As I have established a general definition of RCS, I will now link this concept to English

disciplinary literacy. Disciplinary literacy constitutes the English discipline pedagogical basis

for the ERG puzzles to follow in the methodology chapter.

Disciplinary Literacy

This study focuses on English disciplinary literacy, and specifically the comprehension and

process of comprehension of unfamiliar texts. Disciplines are specific domains of knowledge

and practice, the academic discourses around discussing and interpreting domains of scholarly

knowledge. Goldman et al. (2016) describes them as “communities of practice … which have

negotiated norms and conventions” (p. 223). Moje (2015) described disciplines as similar to

cultures, where a shared history, context and discourse create a collective framework of

understanding for participants in that culture, saying they are shared “ways of speaking,

listening, reading, [and] writing” (p. 257). Rainey (2017) agreed with Moje (2015), going as

far to describe English as a “fundamentally social and problem-based” (p. 55) discipline. This

definition is highly compatible with the reported affordances of ERGs.
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Disciplinary literacy goes beyond simple comprehension. Smagorinsky (2015) explains in

texts such as satire it is not enough to simply comprehend the text as the literal and the

figurative meaning diverge significantly. Satire requires knowledge of the social context the

text was written in to fully understand, as do many other genres of literature. Smagorinsky

(2015) humorously highlights the importance of context in disciplinary literacy when he

reminds the reader that scaffolding means very different things in the disciplines of teaching

and window washing. Disciplinary literacies, then are “the knowledge and abilities ... within

the disciplines” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012, p. 8) that will help secondary students be more

successful, and aid their transition to tertiary study. To Spires et al. (2018), disciplinary

literacy is an “apprenticeship in the discipline through novice-expert relationships,” (p. 1405)

suggesting a mechanism of learning similar to cognitive apprenticeship (Vygotsky, 1978).

Unlike reading comprehension which is “relatively objective and verifiable,” (Reynolds et al.,

2020, p. 204) disciplinary literacy is a type of deeper “sense making” (Goldman et al., 2016,

p. 226) based on constructing knowledge in a way that is consistent with the practice of the

discipline. The example given being that understanding of plot as reading comprehension, and

further analysis of figurative language as disciplinary literacy (Reynolds et al., 2020), or

moving from literal to inferential meaning (Spires et al., 2018). Another explanation of

disciplinary literacy is “how questions are asked and answered … how conclusions are drawn,

supported, communicated, contested, and defended” (Moje, 2015, p. 257) and the skills and

knowledge that enable those processes. Rainey (2017) saw the core of disciplinary literacy in

English as repeated cycles of inquiry to “motivate increasingly specialised text use” (p. 55)

reinforcing a point made by Moje (2015) that “disciplinary literacy is action oriented” (p.

273).
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If the goal of disciplinary literacy is to apprentice learners into the culture (Moje, 2015) of a

discipline, then it follows that it would be useful to examine in more detail the specific skills

and practices that experts of the discipline use when comprehending and interpreting new

texts.

Spires et al.’s (2018) work supports the apprenticeship model in a secondary setting by

confirming that the disciplinary literacies used by teachers are the same as those used at a

tertiary level. Rainey (2017) interviewed English professors (n = 10) and summarised the

strategies they used to comprehend a new text as: seeking patterns, clarification, articulating

an interpretive puzzle, recursively considering interpretive possibilities, considering context,

and making original claims. Reynolds et al. (2020) interviewed English professors and first

year undergraduate students of English and developed a heuristic for disciplinary literacy that

proposed a three part “generating-weaving-curating” (p. 208) model. In this heuristic the

generating stage includes typical skills such as predicting and questioning, the weaving stage

combines vocabulary, connotations and broader context to create new meanings, and the

curating stage revisits and elaborates on these new meanings to test the validity in the face of

new evidence as a text is read (Reynolds, et al., 2020).

The emerging patterns of disciplinary literacy across the literature show four shared

perspectives: first that disciplinary literacies are a set of skills employed by experts in a

discipline and that these skills are situated in a highly social and problem-based culture (e.g.

Rainey, 2017); second that reading comprehension is a more general set of skills compared to

the highly specialised skills in disciplinary literacy (e.g. Shanahan & Shanahan, 2012); third

that experts in English disciplinary literacy are recursive in their thought, re-examining

conclusions in light of new evidence (e.g. Moje, 2015; Reynolds et al., 2020); and finally that
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there is a continuity of these skills between secondary and tertiary level practice (e.g. Rainey,

2017). Overall, the basis for approaching new texts by experts are typically methodical and

recursive. Experts progress up Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002) from a literal

understanding to synthesising new information as it becomes available, integrating it into a

working theory that develops naturally in response to new thought or information.

This process gives a promising set of skills to judge novel literacy interventions against.

While secondary school students are patently not experts in their disciplines, teachers can give

them developmentally appropriate variations (Goldman et al., 2016; Moje, 2015) of expert

practice to help them learn to think like experts. I propose that a carefully designed ERG

could be made into an appropriate variation of the work of experts, and provide an authentic

context to both learn and apply technical language. One aspect of disciplinary literacy that is

not covered well in the literature is the actual outcome of integrating frameworks and

heuristics into the classroom, leaving this nascent field rich with theory but lacking in

practical evidence. I hope to address this by integrating Moje’s (2015) and Rainey’s (2017)

disciplinary literacy concepts to use an established list of expert skills to inform the skills in

use by students in the intervention.

Motivation and Self-Efficacy

The motivation construct used in this study is self-efficacy, an elaboration from Bandura’s

(1986) social cognitive theory. Social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986) at its core posits that

people learn not only from their own experiences, but also from observing others, and from

environmental factors. Developing this theory further, Bandura (1997) later proposed that

motivation, emotions, and behaviour are often based more on what people think about
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themselves than what is otherwise objectively true and that self-efficacy could be used to

conceptualise and change what people think about themselves.

Before continuing it is important to differentiate three commonly conflated terms:

self-esteem, self-concept, and self-efficacy. Self-esteem is an individual’s self-worth

(Bandura, 1997) and “emotional reactions” (Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003, p. 121) to what

they can and cannot do. Self-concept is a broader combination of self-perception based on

outside feedback and experience about their ability in a given domain (Bandura, 1997;

Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003). Unrau et al. (2018) described self-concept as “oriented toward

the past and relatively stable,” (p. 169) where the level of competence is so broad as to be

functionally abstract from any ability in specific tasks. Self-efficacy on the other hand is

specific to each task. Consider these two statements: ‘I am bad at English’, and ‘I can’t write

poetry’. The first statement reflects the broader self-concept of English, whereas the second

statement focuses on a specific task within the domain.

Simply put, self-efficacy is a judgement about whether or not a person can do an activity

(Bandura, 1986, 1997; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003). As Bandura (1997) elegantly puts it,

“self-efficacy is concerned not with the number of skills that you have, but with what you

believe you can do in a variety of circumstances” (p. 37). Self-efficacy can also be

disconnected from actual skill, as Bandura points out that “insidious self-doubts can easily

overrule the best of skills” (p. 35). If negative self-thought can negatively affect skill, positive

self-thought can positively affect skills (Bandura, 1997).

The link between self-efficacy and motivation is straightforward: students who don’t think

they can do something usually cannot or will not (Bandura, 1997; Hall, 2016; Schunk &
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DiBenedetto, 2016; Wigfield et al., 2016). For example, people who doubt their abilities treat

difficult tasks as threats to be avoided, whereas people with high-efficacy see difficult tasks as

challenges to be overcome (Bandura, 1997). Discussing motivation within the self-efficacy

construct, Pajares & Miller (1994) noted that underconfident students expend less effort and

persistence in learning tasks. In addition, studies have found that self-efficacy can be a

reliable predictor of academic success (Bandura, 1997; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003; Pajares

& Miller, 1994).

In Bandura’s (1997) framework, there are four sources that derive individual self-efficacy:

actual performance, which is the most influential because doing something provides the most

authentic evidence for being able to do something; vicarious experiences, such as modelling

and comparison of peers; social influence from peers and teachers such as praise,

encouragement, feedback, and criticism; and physiological and affective states such as having

a broken bone or being relaxed or stressed. Schools provide rich and ample opportunities to

facilitate the development of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Pajares & Miller, 1994) as they are

social spaces dedicated to learning. Because self-efficacy is inherently changeable

(Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003) and malleable (Unrau et al., 2018), teachers can use

interventions to manipulate it (Hall, 2016; Schunk & DiBenedetto, 2016).

Self-efficacy and reading motivation has been the focus of much scholarly attention. A

meta-analysis conducted by Toste et al. (2020) looked at the relationship between motivation

constructs and reading comprehension across 132 intervention studies. Except for broad

intrinsic motivation (r = .32), self-efficacy was the strongest predictor of successful reading

comprehension. Toste et al. noted that while “the reported effects do not account for the range
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of student level characteristics [i.e. physiological and affective states]” (p.442) motivation is a

critical element of reading comprehension development.

McBreen and Savage (2020) found motivational interventions had a statistically significant

effect (g = 0.29, p < 0.001) on self-efficacy and reading comprehension across 49 studies that

made correlations between the two. Summarising their preliminary research, Unrau et al.

(2018) reported that self-efficacy serves as a motivating factor in reading, that self-efficacy

can be changed, and that well-designed interventions can influence self-efficacy. Cho et al.

(2021) gave monthly reading comprehension tests to students (n = 303) across a year and

found that while reading self-efficacy is a good predictor of initial reading level, it does not

predict growth. This study did not include an intervention, but simply measured self-efficacy

at timed intervals. These findings are expected, and confirm other literature (e.g. Hall, 2016;

Wigfield et al., 2016) that self-efficacy should be fostered by teachers explicitly in order to

grow.

These meta-analyses and studies effectively and comprehensively bridge the gap between

Bandura’s (1986, 1997) theory and its application in English, and specifically within reading

comprehension. Self-efficacy interventions can be both effective at promoting motivation, and

in improving reading comprehension. As a motivation construct, self-efficacy can be used to

conceptualise the improvement of student attitudes towards specific tasks. Towards this goal,

this study will use Linnenbrink and Pintrich’s (2003) educational adaptation of Bandura’s

(1997) self-efficacy model. Self-efficacy is an ideal construct to assess ERGs by as it allows

for high granularity in component assessment, and provides a comprehensive range of

self-efficacy sources to discuss that match well to reported affordances in ERGs.
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Summary

This chapter has identified the following gaps: the use of ERGs in a High School English

classroom; the impact ERGs have on students' affective, social, learning, and motivational and

engagement experience; and practical considerations for ERG designs within the context of a

High School English classroom.
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Methodology

Chapter Introduction

The purpose of this study was to analyse the integration of ERGs into a high school English

classroom. By applying established frameworks to a novel situation, I hoped to observe and

contribute to the increasing body of research around ERGs. I also hoped to leverage some of

the reported affordances of engagement into unfamiliar text reading skills - a topic some

students consider to be unengaging.

This mixed methods case study has been designed to answer three research questions:

1) What effects does the intervention have on individual affective and social aspects of

learning in participants?

2) What effects does the intervention have on learning and engagement in the

participants?

3) How do the affordances and drawbacks of ERGs apply to educational experiences in

the English discipline?

This chapter describes the methodology and rationale used to answer these research questions

in the concluding chapter. In order, this chapter will cover: methodological rationale; the

context and setting of the study; the participants; a research design overview; a section

dedicated to the research instruments and their methods of analysis; the design of the ERG

intervention; considerations of validity and reliability; ethical considerations; and limitations.

The chapter will conclude with a brief summary.
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Methodological Rationale

This section will cover the methodological rationale for using mixed methods, thematic

analysis, simple statistical analysis, Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework, throughout the study.

I considered approaching this research through purely qualitative and purely quantitative

methodologies. I considered using a quasi-experimental multiple interrupted time series

approach to collect robust quantitative data. This design would have seen a control group and

an intervention group tested across 20 weeks to generate between group data. Likewise, I

considered an action research approach. This would have seen students play a larger role in

amending the intervention as it progressed, capturing the student’s participation in solving a

problem that directly affected them. A purely qualitative approach avoids acknowledging the

value of quantitative data in making comparisons, especially over time and is prone to bias.

Conversely, a purely quantitative approach with 11 participants would have limited the

capacity to answer the research questions. It was decided that a mixed methods approach

would provide a more complete picture of the intervention. This allowed multiple types and

methods of data to allow for triangulation of results (Guest et al., 2012; Merriam & Tisdell,

2016).

Thematic analysis was chosen to analyse the qualitative focus group data as it is flexible and

adaptive. I wanted to include some elements of self-efficacy into my thematic analysis

without being limited in the ways I could engage with the data that was to be collected. In

other words, thematic analysis is a useful way of making sense of large sets of focus group

data, without being limited to an underlying framework such as in phenomenology. Thematic

analysis allows the capturing of a rich array of perspectives, while allowing for unexpected

insights (Nowell et al., 2017).
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Simple statistical analysis was chosen to analyse the quantitative data from the questionnaires

and ATs. As the quantitative dataset was small (n=11), one sample t-testing and other assays

of statistical significance would be unhelpful. As the questionnaires were self-reported, and

the ATs could not be randomly guessed, it was determined that raw data in the case of

individuals, and simple mean scores for group data presented via bar graphs would be

suitable.

Research Procedure

Context and Setting

I teach English at a small, rural private school. The students in this study were from two Year

10 English classes that serve as preparation for sitting Cambridge International Examinations

(CIE) at Year 11.

The first reason Year 10 was chosen is to minimise interruptions caused by the intervention.

As Year 11 and Year 12 students are sitting external examinations, I felt it was unethical to

interfere with them in a sustained manner.

Participants

The participants in my study were taken from two Year 10 English classes under my care. Of

a total of 35 students, 24 (68%) students gave assent and 11 (31%) students also provided a

parental consent form. Amongst the 11 fully consented students, three were male, and eight

were female. All students ranged in age from 14 to 15. Throughout this study, the words

participant and student are used interchangeably to mean the students participating in this

study. The criteria for selection was specific: be a student in one of my Year 10 English
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classes. As Merriam and Tisdell (2016) note, a case study is the observation of a particular

phenomenon bounded within a specific system. All students in both classes participated in all

of the questionnaires, ATs and game sessions if they were present during administration. Only

data from fully consented students’ ATs, questionnaires, and focus group sessions were used. I

acknowledge that there is a bias towards students who are more confident or able within this

data set, as they are more likely to feel more willing to face scrutiny of their abilities.

Because of the power imbalance, initial invitations to the students were made by a

non-teaching third party staff member (“Davina”). Davina explained the process of the study,

and the assent and consenting process to the students. Students were told that participation or

non-participation would not positively or negatively affect their relationship with the school,

or the University of Auckland. Davina also handled the consenting process. The parents of

students who consented were sent an initial email, and a follow up email one week later.

Gaining access and collecting data

Ethics approval was gained through University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics

Committee (UAHPEC). The principal gave consent and site access.

Data was collected in three ways: a Likert scale questionnaire on self-efficacy, an AT on

unfamiliar text skills and a focus group discussion about the ERGs. Figure 1 below shows the

timeline of the intervention. All components of the research were delivered to both classes on

the same day. A pretest was administered, and after a week's delay, the first ERG game

sessions (ERG 1) were played. A two week break followed for the school holidays, then the

midtest, second ERG game sessions (ERG 2), and posttest were given after a week’s delay
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each. Two weeks after the posttest, the focus group discussions were held. The total span of

the study was seven weeks.

Figure 1

Complete Intervention Timeline

The pre-, mid- and posttests were made up of a questionnaire and an AT. Two groups were

identified and invited to participate in a focus group discussion. These are explained in detail

after the intervention in the research instruments section below.

Escape Room Intervention

Escape Room Game Design

To describe the methodology behind the creation of the two ERGs used in this study, I used

the framework developed by Clarke et al. (2017) that breaks ERG creation into six categories:
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participants, objectives, theme, puzzles, equipment and evaluation. Clarke et al.’s framework

explicitly informs the following six headings, and they are taken directly from it in order to

step through the methodology in a logical and comprehensive way.

Participants

These students have a broad range of ability in English, so an equally broad range of puzzles

would be required to allow everyone to engage with the activity. Due to the constraints of

secondary school periods, ERGs had a maximum window of 50 minutes. Group sizes of four

were determined to be suitable. This was also consistent with the one device bottleneck that

Echeverria et al. (2011) discuss in their framework. These groups were determined randomly

and maintained across the intervention. Two ERGs were designed, and delivered as a first and

second ERG session. Students that were not present for an ERG did not get to play it later.

Both classes played the ERGs in their normal English class timeslot on the same day.

Objectives

As a framework for adapting recreational escape rooms to educational interventions, Clarke et

al. (2017) places an emphasis on creating specific learning objectives to ensure that they

inform the puzzles. The learning objectives were: familiarise students with the format and

content of unfamiliar text exams; develop the ability to identify language features; expose

students to higher order thinking; and develop broad problem solving skills. By presenting

actual texts from exams that the participants will face within the next two years, and giving a

direct experience with these exam texts, it is hoped that this familiarity and potential success

will boost self-efficacy through a meaningful, if abstracted performance.
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True disciplinary literacy for English is problem based, and social in nature (Rainey, 2017). It

is also subjective. This creates a disconnect between higher order thinking which is

subjective, and lower order thinking which tends to be objective. Naturally, lower order skills

such as language feature identification are a prerequisite to higher order skills that are much

more valued such as synthesis and analysis. A mechanism is then required to mediate higher

order thinking into a format that fits into the objective requirements of the ERG puzzle

answers. By this I mean that a question asking for the number of similes in a poem can be

used without teacher confirmation, where a discussion about symbolism requires teacher

confirmation to decide if it is a defensible and evidence based answer.

The identification of language features and their analysis is at the core of English disciplinary

literacy, and comprehension. This lower order identification is essential for accessing higher

order analysis (Krathwohl, 2002), and remains a vital skill throughout all levels of the

discipline. Because identification of language features is a good fit for the objective ERG

puzzles, and it is a fundamental aspect of English disciplinary literacy, this was used

frequently as a guiding objective in the design of the puzzles.

Developing higher order thinking, however, posed a challenge. While some ERGs use an

actor or moderator to check correct answers (Clarke et al., 2017; Nicholson, 2015), this would

have detracted from the student-centred philosophy of my ERGs. A workaround was

developed that had snippets of analytical essays modelling higher order thinking as a

component of the puzzles. It was thought that by reading the sample analysis of the texts

provided that students would gain some analytical knowledge from the text. Some but not all

puzzles were designed to require analysis to answer them. The particular details are discussed

under the heading of puzzles below.
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Development of problem solving and communication skills were added as learning objectives

partially because they are both core affordances of ERGs (Clarke et al., 2017) and English

disciplinary literacy (Rainey, 2017), and partially because they are core mechanics within

social constructivist (Vygotsky, 1978) and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997) frameworks. Due to

the ubiquity of problem solving and communication skills it was a natural fit to identify them

as specific learning objectives.

Narrative

Due to the learning objective of familiarising students with the format and content of

unfamiliar text exams, the choice was made to use a loose narrative structure of a spy hiding

puzzles and hints in ordinary-seeming English class documents and examination papers. The

narrative rationale was that no one would bother to look there, and it was the safest place for

them. Levity aside, the theme matched well with the learning objective, and leveraged the

authentic context of the classroom to drive immersion. Students were asked to solve the six

puzzles in order to avert some alluded to catastrophe. The narrative voice of the spy was

repeated in the second ERG.

Puzzles

Clarke et al. (2017) identified four elements to consider for ERG puzzles: clues and hints;

clear instructions; interesting puzzle design; reflecting learning objectives.

I had set out to minimise being the centre of attention within the ERGs. If all questions had to

be moderated through me, then the game would be more about student interactions with me,

and less about interpersonal communication and problem solving. With this in mind, clues

and hints were scattered throughout the puzzles, with some puzzles giving elaborations or
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examples for other puzzles. With that said, the majority of the puzzles were given as puzzles

and riddles and left at that. The primary answer checking mechanism was a Google Form that

would only accept correct answers. Within this Form were formatting hints, letting students

know that the answer needed to be capitalised for example. This freed me up to provide hints

to groups when appropriate. My criteria for giving hints was: hints for riddles could only be

helping to decrypt the puzzle instructions; where counting or numbers were involved as part

of a larger equation that I could identify parts of the equation that were incorrect; and that

within the last 10 minutes of the ERG I could help groups that were struggling in a more

nuanced way provided that I didn’t outright tell a group the answers. Overall, the decision to

give a hint, and how much of a hint to give, was based on whether or not I thought it would

help or harm group engagement with the ERG.

Two ERGs were created, the first based on the NCEA Year 11 unfamiliar text exam and the

second based on the CIE Zone 6 (New Zealand) Year 11 unfamiliar text exam, both sourced

from the November/December series exams in 2020. Figure 2 summarises these ERGs by

activity, gives a short description, categorises the puzzles into digital or physical, and lists the

intended learning objective attached to each activity.
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Figure 2

Summary and Description of Escape Room Game Activities

Of the 12 activities, four were purely digital and eight were purely physical. Each activity was

assigned codes for the four learning objectives outlined above, and multiple codes were

applied where the learning objective is relevant. Of the 18 codes assigned over the 12

activities, two were intended to familiarise students with the format and content of unfamiliar

text exams, four were intended to identify language features, five were intended to expose

students to higher order thinking, and seven were intended to develop broad problem solving

skills.
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The first ERG was presented as a taped-up manilla folder with the detritus of English

classroom worksheets. A list of instructions and hints was made clear in order to familiarise

students with the conventions of the game. The second was presented as a CIE examination

paper. In this, the hints and clues were hidden throughout in plain sight, with the substantive

instructions being placed on the last page in the middle paragraph of small copyright text. I

hoped that by hiding the clues in the exam that students would spend more time reading and

familiarising themselves with the format and content of the exam. A significant amount of

time was spent by students simply looking for the starting point.

Equipment

Traditional ERGs can be prohibitively expensive. It seemed to me that for reproducibility and

to demonstrate that using a minimal level of equipment meant that the benefits of ERGs could

be enjoyed by a wide range of students. This ERG was designed to require a minimum of

equipment: one wifi connected laptop per group, and access to a printer for the teacher.

Following the framework of Echeverria et al. (2011), a ratio of four students to one device

was settled on to maximise student communication and collaboration. Each ERG had two

digital puzzles, and also required the inputting of passwords into a Google Form. By striking

a balance between physical and digital puzzles, an effective bottleneck was created that

required communication between students, but also allowed all participants to be engaged and

work on puzzles collaboratively.

Clarke et al. (2017) include actors in this category, who can help build immersion, serve as a

timer, and provide clues. Due to my rationale that the ERGs should be as student focused as

possible, and that either playing a character myself or hiring an actor to play this part would
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clash thematically as well as take agency and focus from the students to explore the ERGs

naturally. I did offer hints as described above in addition to the hints found in the text of the

ERG.

Evaluation

Informally and unrelated to this study, I piloted three ERGs to gauge feasibility of the

intervention. These puzzles and the puzzles used in this intervention had some similarities, so

these previous experiences were loosely used to estimate completion time and difficulty of the

puzzles. In practice, secondary teachers are often time poor, unlike the tertiary and training

context Clark et al. (2017) are situated in. Overall, this was why the testing and piloting

aspect was reduced during the construction phase of the ERGs. Likewise, the introduction

time was reduced to no more than a cursory introduction amounting to ‘solve this’, and the

debriefing was reserved for the focus group discussion.

Research Instruments

As part of the pre- mid- and posttest data collection, students were administered an AT in the

form of a non-anonymous AT and questionnaire. The students were given 20 minutes at the

beginning of class to complete the AT, and five minutes to complete the questionnaire. These

ATs were sourced randomly from past papers (NZC AS90851 and CIE 0475 Paper 4) across

the Year 11 curricula using the same randomisation method as the source texts from the

intervention. To capture a wide range of reading comprehension, each AT was sourced from a

different genre of text. These genres were, in order, poetry sourced from CIE, fiction prose

sources from CIE, and non-fiction prose sourced from NZC. The texts were presented as in an

examination, and a battery of six questions were developed about them. These questions

covered the same skills to facilitate comparison between different genres.
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Questionnaires

Questionnaires were designed to measure student self-efficacy and engagement about

unfamiliar texts. Based on Bandura’s (1986, 1997) motivational construct of self-efficacy,

Linnenbrink and Pintrich’s (2003) three-part model contextualised Bandura’s work for

educational research. Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2003) proposed that by breaking self-efficacy

into the three domains of behavioural, cognitive and motivational, that teachers could

understand self-efficacy and engagement in a more granular way. The domain of behavioural

engagement is described in terms of effort, persistence, and instrumental help-seeking.

Cognitive engagement’s domain is composed of strategy use, and metacognition. Finally, the

domain of motivational engagement is composed of interest, value and affect. In this model

these types of engagement feed success, which in turn feeds broad self-efficacy, as broken

down into the above domains of engagement. This agrees with Bandura’s (1986, 1997) model

of self-efficacy as both are iterative and cyclical.

Each questionnaire comprised nine questions. Answers were coded on a five point scale from

strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) in the conventional manner. The first question

asked broadly about self-efficacy, and the other eight related to the above eight characteristics

of the broader domains. One question per characteristic was considered satisfactory to keep

the data rich but manageable for the students to answer within the time allotted. In the original

framework, Linnenbrink and Pintrich (2003) set out a general guide, but in order to better

tailor the questions to the study they were adapted to discuss unfamiliar texts specifically.

These questions are presented in Figure 3 below.
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Figure 3

Likert Scale Pretest Questionnaire

After the initial questionnaire, a posttest was given following ERG 1 and ERG 2. The content

of these questionnaires was the same as the initial one, with the exception that the language

was changed to ask about the attitude compared to the last questionnaire. For example,

Question One originally stated ‘I feel confident about reading and understanding unfamiliar

texts,’ where the mid- and posttest Likerts read ‘I feel more confident about reading and

understanding unfamiliar texts than last time’. Verbal instructions were given to clarify that

students should report relative to the last time they took the questionnaire. Both versions of

the questionnaire are reproduced in full in Appendix A and Appendix B.
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Assessment Task

The six questions of the AT were broken down into core aspects of disciplinary literacy in as

much as they could be marked as correct or in correct. As we have seen, English, much like

qualitative research, deals with ambiguity, and subjectivity of interpretation. It is nearly

impossible to effectively capture the disciplinary literacy that Moje (2015) and Rainey (2017)

describe without putting an undue burden on the participants. As they are novices in this

disciplinary literacy, and a major component of self-efficacy is past performances (Bandura,

1997), the speak-aloud method for examining reading strategies used by Moje (2015) at a

tertiary level was considered but ultimately determined to be an inefficient use of time.

Despite the established affordances of speak-alouds an alternative method was required.

Instead, skills based on English disciplinary literacy were used to construct six core questions

that were adapted as required to each text’s AT.

These six skills were: identifying language features, finding a language feature and explaining

its effect, identifying and explaining structural features, explaining authorial intent, explaining

authorial attitude and tone, and thematic analysis. Every question except the first asked for at

least one piece of evidence from the text to support the claim. A marking scheme was

developed before ATs were marked to ensure consistency in the data. The marking scheme

was designed to allow a very broad interpretation of the questions, consistent with the

subjective nature of the discipline. All three ATs and the marking schedule are replicated in

full in the Appendices (see Appendices C, D, E, and F).

Each AT was marked out of eight, with question one and question four being separated into

two questions worth two points each. Question one was given extra weighting because

identifying language features is a fundamental skill for analysis, similar to the lower order
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thinking in Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002) being a requisite for higher order

thinking. Likewise, authorial purpose was given extra weighting as it is the basis for the

reader-response criticism (Rosenblatt, 1995) that implicitly forms the analytical framework

for both CIE and NCEA. By encouraging students to think about the text as a work that was

created for a purpose, whether we care what the precise original purpose is, students are

encouraged to move from passive reading to active comprehension. This approach to

constructing subjective knowledge purposefully is consistent with the constructivist attitudes

of Vygotsky (1978) that underpin the study broadly. Students were given a score out of eight

and beyond the initial weighting described above were not manipulated further.

A median was calculated for both the questionnaire and AT data. These data are reproduced in

the Findings chapter. One sample t-testing and Wilcoxon signed-rank testing was considered

to establish the statistical significance of the results. This was ultimately rejected in favour of

using means as the answers are non-random. In essence, students cannot realistically get the

answers correct by guessing, or picking arbitrary snippets of text. This limitation is discussed

further later in this chapter.

Focus group

A week after the posttest, consented students were randomly assigned by Davina to

participate in focus groups. The process was conducted entirely anonymously, and students

were assured that I would not know who had said what. This was done to encourage honest

responses, and to support validity of the data. From the 11 fully consenting participants, eight

students were chosen randomly to populate two focus group interviews. Of these eight, seven

were present at school on the day of the focus group interviews. All seven individuals in the

focus groups were coincidentally from different intervention teams, as the transcripts
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revealed, which signals the capturing of a broad range of experience. The focus group

interviews were conducted by a third party. Each focus group was run as a semi-structured

interview over about 30 minutes.

Pseudonyms were assigned randomly to the participants from a list of characters in

Shakespearean plays. The genders were assigned randomly, and the gender of the pseudonym

does not necessarily reflect the gender of the speaker. See Figure 4 for more details.

To represent the gender voice of the potential group more accurately, pseudonyms were

assigned at a ratio that closely matched the ratio of possible participants.

Figure 4

Focus Group Pseudonyms

I designed the focus group questions to gauge some expected experiences that were identified

from the Literature Review. Students were asked about self-efficacy, enjoyment, team work,

engagement, learning, difficulties, and ERG design. After ERG 2, an eighth topic was added:

whether or not their group had completed the ERG. The interviewer was provided with the list

of questions found in Figure 5 which were faithfully followed and elaborated on when
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needed. These questions were not piloted, but due to their basis in the literature, as well as

insufficient participant pool to pilot with, it was determined that an unpiloted question list

would likely not negatively impact the quality of participant responses.

Figure 5

Focus Group Questions
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The focus group interviews were audio-captured and transcribed. Anonymised transcripts

were provided to me. Due to the interconnected nature of focus group discussions, it was not

possible to return the transcripts to participants for correction as any omissions could impact

the narrative of the focus group. I decided to use a thematic analysis approach to analyse these

qualitative data. While Merriam and Tisdell (2016) claim that there is an ongoing assumption

amongst many researchers that quantitative data is more objective than qualitative data, Guest

et al. (2012) remind us that quantitative and qualitative data both simply represent a specific

context at a specific time. Likewise, Nowell et al. (2017) cite an increasing respect for

qualitative research in general and thematic analysis specifically as a rich way of reporting

complex data. Part of my rationale for using a mixed method approach is to capture these rich

data in a way that captures complexity from multiple approaches.

The codebook was developed iteratively by the researcher alone, with three separate passes of

the transcripts, each one week apart. A list of 471 codes was generated from these three

readings, which were then filtered for redundancy. Quotes sometimes fell under multiple

codes, and in that instance they were recorded under all relevant codes. After three more

passes, the codes were sorted into five themes: learning and cognitive, game design, social,

motivational, and affective. These codes are presented in Figure 6, ordered by frequency.
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Figure 6

Overview of Code names, frequencies, descriptions with examples

During the early stages of the codebook development process, the cognitive aspect was

identified as a discrete theme from the learning aspect. Through the process of consolidation

and redundancy, the original four codes were reduced to a single code, which was then

integrated into the learning theme, creating the combined cognitive and learning category

above. This was unexpected, as I had thought that a clear distinction between cognitive and
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learning processes would have been maintained throughout the focus group discussions. The

full results of the thematic analysis are presented in the following chapter, with a discussion in

the chapter following that.

Validity and reliability

I have chosen Nowell et al.’s (2017) framework to examine the validity and reliability of my

study. The primary reason I have done this is that it is designed specifically for thematic

analysis, which is a core methodology for this case study. Within this methodology section I

have sought to document the processes that were used to derive the data, and that those data

have been analysed consistently and transparently. To further qualify this claim, I will

examine my study based on Nowell et al.’s (2017) framework of five elements that build

validity and reliability: credibility, transferability, dependability, confirmability, and audit

trails. I will also discuss some disadvantages of thematic analysis as laid out by Nowell et al

(2017).

Credibility is the fit between what the research participants have said, and the interpretation of

those data by the researcher (Nowell et al., 2017). Lincoln and Guba (1985) proposed

prolonged engagement, persistent observation, data collection triangulation, peer debriefing

and member checking, and referential adequacy as methods of ensuring that the results as

reported reflect the participants’ experiences. First, prolonged engagement was maintained

due to the nature of the study. A pre-, mid- and posttest questionnaire and AT was

administered with functionally identical questions. Interspersed between these questionnaires

and ATs, the intervention was administered, for a total of two game sessions over seven

weeks. This prolonged engagement means that data were collected across a variety of times

and experiences, allowing a clearer understanding of the participants. An example of this
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prolonged engagement happened when I was able to capture a spike in questionnaire and AT

results after ERG 1 that dipped after ERG 2. These findings would have otherwise been

missed. Likewise, having multiple opportunities to collect data of a variety of types helped to

ensure there was persistent observation and the triangulation of data. By having questionnaire

data and AT data to compare with the thematic analysis of the two focus group discussions, I

was able to provide rich descriptions of the case study based on multiple data types. Another

benefit to triangulation is having two separate classes engaged in the case study. This allows

the capture of a broader spread of experiences. Member checking was not possible due to

limited time frames, the anonymity of focus group members, and several possible members of

the focus group having left the school. Referential adequacy, or the consistency of my claims

compared to the data (Nowell et al., 2017), was addressed by constant and careful reference to

the source data: questionnaires, ATs, and focus group transcripts. This constant checking

identified an error in transcription with the questionnaires, specifically that the numeric values

for ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ had been inverted. Without this careful checking,

the results of the questionnaires would be inverted, giving the opposite meaning to the

participants' data. This error was corrected before analysis began, and the questionnaire

results are correct.

As with all case studies, broad transferability of the findings of this research is limited. One

aspect that helps to show transferability is that the case study was administered identically to

two different classes. As the pedagogical and didactic approaches were identical across the

length of the year and intervention, this helps to address limitations with transferability. I have

sought to use thick descriptions for the context, experiences and reasoning within the study. In

this way, as Nowell et al. (2017) suggest, researchers will be able to use these rich data to

evaluate the transferability of the study to their own contexts and settings. Special attention
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has been paid to the context and purpose of the study, which is laid down in the introduction

and methodology chapters. Likewise, in terms of dependability, the analysis and synthesis in

the discussion and conclusion chapters are laid out carefully in order to highlight the research

processes as “logical, traceable and clearly documented” (Nowell et al., 2017, p. 3).

Confirmability is how research findings have been clearly derived from the data and

literature. Koch (1994, as cited in Nowell, 2017) proposed that an effective way to do this is

including the reasoning behind theoretical, methodological, and analytical choices.

Throughout this work, but especially in the introduction, methodology, and discussion

chapters, care has been taken to link the findings not only to the supporting frameworks, but

also to the literature more broadly. It is the links between these frameworks and the broader

literature that help to give this research confirmability.

I have sought to make my audit trails as clear as possible. The rationale behind steps is

consistently demonstrated, for example the process of thematic analysis and the design

choices are clearly explained above. Likewise, in the discussion chapter, the decision to use a

supplemental motivation construct and the rationale behind that was presented clearly.

Nowell et al. (2017), citing broader concerns, noted that because thematic analysis is so

flexible it is inherently liable to be inconsistent with the broader literature when establishing

themes. To counteract this, a careful repetition of the thematic analysis was conducted

multiple times from scratch, and checked for redundancy as described above. Specifically to

address inconsistency with literature, as the focus group questions were grounded in

Linnenbrink and Pintrich’s (2003) self-efficacy framework, the focus group transcripts that

formed the basis of the thematic analysis were grounded in a framework from the outset. Note
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that while there was a theoretical basis to the questions, this did not limit the scope or richness

of participant answers.

Quantitative data was reported directly. Due to small amounts of data, no reliable tests were

able to establish their statistical significance. For this reason, quantitative data is presented

either raw for individual results, or as the mean of group datasets. By presenting the data

plainly, I intend that within the context of this study it is valid and reliable.

Ethical Considerations

Ethics approval was granted on 14/09/21 by UAHPEC. All COVID-19 safety guidelines in

place were followed throughout the duration of the study. Core to the process was acquiring

written and informed assent and consent. Site access was gained before a non-teaching third

party made an approach to the potential participants. Students were given an opportunity to

ask questions from the third party first, and myself second. Students were told that they had a

right to withdraw from the study at any time. The parents of students who assented were

emailed a consent form by the third party, and sent a one week reminder email before the

invitation lapsed. No other correspondence was sent to parents, and it was made clear to

students and parents alike that participation or non-participation would not affect the

relationship between the teacher, school, or University of Auckland. All data were stored

electronically on a secure University of Auckland database.

There was a small risk that the intervention would be harmful to the students well being or

learning. If questionnaire or AT data showed a significant decline in affect or analytical

performance, the intervention would have been stopped at the midtest and supplemental
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teaching would have been used to make up the lost class time. As it happened, this was not

necessary.

As tangata whenua, tikanga Māori is a core aspect of my day to day classroom manaakitanga.

Treaty obligations are an intrinsic part of the teaching profession. Both of these were

considered and upheld during the course of the study. A colleague was available to assist me

in any questions of tikanga that may have come up during the research.

Limitations of the study

While most limitations are addressed as they are introduced throughout the study, it is helpful

to briefly discuss aspects that have not yet been fully explored elsewhere.

One of the primary limitations of this study is its reliance on qualitative data derived from

thematic analysis. The analysis of qualitative data is inherently biased and subjective (Nowell

et al., 2017). I have sought to limit this by using a mixed method approach, although the

statistical analysis of the quantitative data was simple, as discussed above. While this inherent

bias is not unique to my study, it is worth mentioning that the thematic analysis findings and

the discussion chapter will be particularly prone to my own interpretation. Although I have

tried to be rigorous and transparent in my work, please note that my research is grounded in

my own experiences and is subjective.

Only 11 of 34 potential participants were fully consented. This means that the hypothetically

full set of data was not able to be captured, limiting the reportable scope of the research.

While there is no way to address this limitation, acknowledging it is useful to assist the reader
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to determine the transferability of the intervention, and context of the findings and discussion

chapters.

Finally, after the findings had been collated, unexpected results meant that self-efficacy

(Bandura, 1997) and social constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978) were not able to adequately

describe some phenomena. In this case, supplemental theories of cooperative learning

(Johnson & Johnson, 2009) and mastery orientation (Dweck & Sorich, 1999) were added to

give a richer analysis of the findings.

Summary

This chapter described the methodology and rationale used to answer the research questions in

the concluding chapter. This research looked to observe the integration of Clarke et al.’s

(2017) framework into a high school English classroom. In order to understand the effects of

this intervention, questionnaires, ATs, and a focus group were used to capture quantitative and

qualitative data. The quantitative data was either presented raw, or analysed using simple

group means. Qualitative data was analysed using a thematic analysis approach. To make

sense of the epistemological, pedagogical, and motivational observations, I used social

constructivism (Vygotsky, 1978), disciplinary literacy (Moje, 2015; Rainey, 2017), and

self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003) as the primary frameworks. Due

to unexpected findings, cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 2009) and mastery

orientation (Dweck & Sorich, 1999) were incorporated in the discussion chapter to more fully

explain the phenomena.
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Findings

Introduction

This chapter will present the findings from the research instruments. Quantitative data is

presented first, with the ATs and questionnaires respectively. The results of the thematic

analysis of the qualitative data are then presented by theme. The five themes that were

established are: learning and cognitive, game design, social, motivational, and affective which

are presented according to their frequency.

Quantitative Data

Quantitative data has been presented as scatterplots and a bar graph. High contrast colours

were chosen to show overlapping data in Figure 7, and the colour scheme was repeated in

Figure 8 and 9 for consistency. Throughout this section, interval testing has been used to

describe the pre-, mid- and posttests collectively. Quantitative data is reported simply in this

chapter, with a clearer analysis in the discussion chapter. Quantitative identifiers are unrelated

to qualitative identifiers, as the focus group members were anonymised during transcription.

Assessment tasks

Students were given three ATs overall, and the results are presented in Figure 7 below. These

ATs were marked according to the process outlined in the methodology chapter, and the scores

reported are otherwise raw. All participants except for Student 4 (S4) completed the pre- mid-

and posttest ATs, with S4 only completing the pre- and midtest. The mean score for the pretest

was 4.5 (56%) out of 8, the mean score for the midtest was 5.6 (70%) out of 8, and the mean

score for the posttest was 4.9 (61%) out of 8.
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Figure 7

Assessment Task Individual Results from Interval Testing

Across the study, all but three students had the same or improved scores when comparing

pretest data to mid- and posttest. Student 5’s highest score was the pretest, and Student 9’s

pre- and posttest scores were both higher than the midtest score. Student 10 also scored lower

in the posttest than the pre- and midtests. For seven of the students, the midtest was their

highest, or highest equal score. Student 5, Student 7, and Student 9 had the pretest, posttest, or

pre- and posttests as their highest scores. Student 5’s scores trended down consistently

throughout the study, culminating in a zero for the posttest.

Figure 8 below shows the mean assessment scores across the testing interval. Student 4 did

not complete the posttest, so the posttest mean is calculated out of 10, rather than 11.
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Figure 8

Assessment Task Mean Results from Interval Testing

The mean scores show a peak in the midtest, followed by a fall in the posttest. The posttest

mean is above the pretest mean. While these results are modest, the average scores after ERG

1 and ERG 2 are both higher than the pretest score.This may suggest some positive effect

from the intervention on the AT.

Likert Scale Questionnaire

The questionnaires were administered directly after the ATs. The wording of the

questionnaires ask students to respond in comparison to the last questionnaire. In this way,

sequential increases or decreases can be interpreted as compounding. For example, interest is

down between tests, so because of the wording of the questionnaire (See Q7 in Figure 3)

interest decreases in a non-linear way. Figure 9 below shows the mean Likert scores from

Strongly Disagree (1) to Strongly Agree (5).
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Figure 9

Likert Questionnaire Scale Self-Report Means

Self-efficacy saw modest increases across the intervention. Effort rose from the pretest score

of 3.2 to 3.5, before falling below the baseline value to 2.9. The mean score for persistence

rose from 2.6 in the pretest to 3.3 in the posttest. Help seeking started at 3.4 before falling to

3.1 in both the mid- and posttests. Strategy use rose from 2.5 in the pretest to 3.7 in the

midtest, and down to 3.3 in the posttest. Metacognition was relatively stable (pre-=3.4,

mid-=3.5, posttest=3.3) across the intervention. Value dipped after ERG 1, but recovered after

ERG 2. Affect increased consistently from a pretest score of 2.7, to a midtest score of 3.0 to a

posttest score of 3.2.
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There were two unexpected findings: the decrease of interest coinciding with the increase of

persistence, and affect; and the fall in help seeking and rise of strategy use. These findings are

discussed at length and in the context of the study as a whole in the following chapter.

Qualitative Data

Qualitative data was processed using thematic analysis. The derived themes are: learning and

cognitive, game design, social, motivational, and affective. These themes are reported in

detail below.

Learning & Cognitive

A commonly discussed element of the intervention was broad problem solving skills (Kamali

& Fahim, 2011). These aspects of the discussion covered problem solving that was

non-discipline based, such as attention to detail, non-language based pattern identification,

and puzzle-solving. Opinions differed on the implementation and importance of broad

problem solving skills within the intervention. Ophelia said that she “quite liked the

problem-solving aspect of it,” with Titus agreeing: “I think you’re right, the problem solving

was really good”. A different take was that the emphasis on broad problem solving skills

“took over, rather than the content of English” (Titus).

This lead to a comparison of the ERGs to traditional didactic methods. Overall, ERGs were

found to be much more enjoyable than the alternatives of, for example, “a list of words and

definitions” (Interviewer). Isabella said that the format “helped some people concentrate …

better than in a test where they don’t like [the work],” with general agreement. Finally, Lucio

conceptualised it as “just another kind of lesson”. Not all comparisons drawn were positive,

however. In summarising thoughts about the intervention, all three students in the second
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focus group concluded that it was not the most effective way to learn English disciplinary

skills. Summing this thought up, a student said that ERGs were more approaching the “fun

side, rather than the whole actual learning side” (Juliet). Depth of learning was another

concern, with Juliet saying of the ERGs that, “I felt like we’d usually go into, like, more depth

and understanding of how to do [annotations and analysis]”. In a similar vein, comparing his

confidence in his learning to traditional study, Titus said:

It’s not like you studied for eight hours the time before the test at school and you’re like

‘yeah I’m going to ace this test, and I gave away like a whole day of my life just for this

test - I’m going to ace it.’ It’s not that type of confidence.

Opinions on the learning content varied, but overall compared the English disciplinary

knowledge gained within the ERGs unfavourably to traditional didactic learning activities.

Conversation also turned to how suitable the intervention was for English. In terms of

learning, Isabella felt that unfamiliar reading skills were important in academia generally, and

English particularly, and that she “learned a little bit of new terminology from the game”.

Titus considered that the activities presented to them was the “deep text type stuff you would

usually find,” but added that, “other than that I don’t think there was really all that much

[English content]”. Students broadly felt that the ERG was not a natural fit for English. Lucio

said that it might suit “maths [better] for problem solving” and Juliet agreed. This was raised

independently by Titus, who said of the activities:
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A lot of them were like number-based codes. Like, one of them would be a number based

code where you had to assign what letter in the alphabet is that number and then you order

them together to a place which [when solved] gave you the instructions to get a passcode.

Another criticism of how well these particular ERGs were suited to English was that it didn’t

encourage deep reading, but rather that it encouraged shallow reading: “personally for me,”

Isabella said, “I skimmed quite a lot”. When asked if they thought the ERGs were good for

helping to practise their scanning skills, Juliet and Perdita both said they thought it did, but

not for their “deep comprehension”. Lucio had an even less optimistic view on ERGs in

English. Lucio said, “I’m not sure if I can speak for everyone here, but I don’t think I learnt

too much actual English skills,” concluding simply that, “I don’t think Escape Room games in

English correlate whatsoever”.

The intervention was not entirely without positivity, however. In terms of disciplinary literacy,

students were frequently and fluently able to provide specific examples of language features

they had learned through the process such as: volta, specialised types of alliteration, emotive

language, imagery, and positive and negative connotations. In addition to this acquisition of

content knowledge, Ophelia added that she felt that she had “learned more things to look for,”

while Isabella said it became “easier to look for those techniques”. Titus said he enjoyed that

it was “full of riddles,” and Isabella agreed, thinking that needing to “read [the text] through a

couple of times to be able to find all the clues … and all the techniques” was good for her

reading comprehension. Juliet mirrored this position, saying that “people had to actually read

the paper before they tried to, like, solve all the questions”. When asked about his learning,

Titus summarised:
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I don’t think … you actively notice it, it is more like subconsciously you start looking for

more things in texts, and I think improve your ability to look for things hidden deep in a

text that you normally wouldn’t see. I don’t think there is a really, really noticeable

change… it’s more like you just subconsciously start … understand[ing] things better when

you are doing a text.

There were several aspects of the ERG that limited its success. Students across both focus

groups said that the time restriction forced them to “sacrifice deep reading to time” (Juliet).

Thinking about her reading comprehension, Lavinia reported that she didn’t have enough time

to “learn how to do [the analysis] properly”. Time spent also featured again negatively in

contrast to the benefits gained. One typical response about the amount of learning they felt

they had was: “I was using the exact same skills as I was at the end. I didn’t change the way I

approached the unfamiliar text, even after the game” (Lucio). Comparing her own approach to

the tests, another student said, “I was a bit better, but still confused” (Juliet). Another student

was able to say of the ERGs that, “it doesn’t make [my reading comprehension and analysis]

worse” (Titus). A lone student reported that she thought the ERGs would significantly help

her to “get a lot more marks in tests and exams,” (Isabella) although she didn’t specify why

she thought so.

Exam familiarity was another topic that came up. Aside from learning specific language

features, the structure of the ERGs were based directly on external exams common to NCEA

and CIE. Likewise, the context, puzzle activities, texts, and pre- mid- and posttests were all

based directly on past papers. Lucio felt that the ERGs “felt a lot like an exam,” in terms of

the time pressure and format of the game. Titus also expressed frustration with the design of

the ERG as an exam. Lucio said that the time “was really small and put you under a lot of
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pressure. It felt a lot like an exam with the whole time pressure thing, and I think that pressure

doesn’t really contribute positively to actually getting a good result”. Although the time

pressure was designed to simulate the pressure of an examination, this student makes a valid

point that when trying to learn something, time pressure isn’t always constructive.

Game Design

Game design was a key area of discussion within both focus groups. Students talked about

challenge and difficulty, differences between physical and digital aspects of the games,

familiarity with the conventions and design of the game, general puzzle design, time allowed

for activities, and the introduction and debrief of the games.

Opinions differed on the difficulty of the ERGs, from “relatively easy” to “just right”, to

“quite difficult”. Students broadly commented on what they found difficult, rather than what

they found easy. Two activities were discussed as being particularly difficult across both focus

groups: the reconstruction of the transparent filter sheet puzzles (See Figure 2; ERG 1, Poem

2 Activity; ERG 2, Lock 1), and the faintly printed instructions (See Figure 2; ERG 2, Lock

5). These two activities generated a disproportionately large amount of discussion. Isabella

expressed frustration that the filter sheet puzzle pieces were too similar, and took them “half

an hour [out of the 50 minutes] … just to put that together”. One dissenting student said that,

although these two activities were quite difficult, the rest was “relatively easy … [and] it

provided a good time consumer” (Titus). Overall, students had the perception that most

groups did not complete the ERGs due to a mixture of difficulty and limited time.

Time was another thoroughly discussed topic, within game design, with students universally

reporting that they didn’t have enough time to complete the activities presented. All seven
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students made a comment or agreement that more time would be needed to ensure broad

success and less pressure. One student proposed up to an extra half an hour to ensure the

majority of the groups would get through. Another aspect of time that students discussed was

that it compromised the quality of their answers and depth of engagement with the texts.

Explaining his thought process during the puzzle, Lucio said he felt his group had to “figure

[the puzzles] out as fast as we can, [and] quality fell by the wayside”. Likewise, two other

students mentioned that the limited time created a sense of pressure which compromised their

ability to engage with the texts carefully. The final aspect of time that was discussed was

invested time versus the skills gained. This was only mentioned in the second focus group,

but two of the three students agreed that they didn’t learn as much about English and reading

comprehension as they thought they would in the given time.

Something of a counterpoint to the challenge and time limitations was game familiarity.

Mentioned briefly, it captures an acknowledgement that as with all games, ERGs have a

period of familiarisation with the rules and conventions. Titus, when asked if he felt limited in

his engagement with the ERG, said:

I think that is true for only the first game, where you expected those language features just

with the nature of what you’re doing. But towards the second, after doing the first, you

know there is not going to be just language features and you circle the other things, you

have had experience of what you’re doing.

For him, there was a correlation between familiarity, increasing difficulty and interest. Asked

if he thought the ERGs might become boring over repeated use, he said:
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I think as the games progressively got more difficult then they wouldn’t become bland or

boring because they would be more interesting. But that is the same with school. It gets

progressively more difficult, if you do the same thing over and over again you are going to

get bored.

This idea of familiarity is an important aspect in interpreting the students’ comments. As

students were unfamiliar with the games, and were given minimal instruction as to how to

complete the game, students had to construct an internal ruleset to play, which developed over

the course of the games.

In terms of the scaffolding around the game, students identified a need for an introduction and

a debrief for the games. As I have mentioned in the methodology chapter, students were given

the puzzle pieces and the clues and given only the instruction to solve them. Students felt

negatively about this lack of introduction, with one saying they were “left to [their] own

devices,” (Juliet) while another, when asked how he would improve the game, said he would

explain how to do it before starting the game. Perdita expressed confusion over a lack of

instructions, saying “it was like ‘just do it’ rather than like explain it,” which is completely

true, if by design. Lavinia said “I feel like we should have gotten better instructions … so we

were more confident”.

The final aspect of game design was the interplay between physical and digital puzzles. Titus

thought that the use of one laptop was good, as it helped the group to coordinate out of

necessity, saying “if you have everybody doing it at the same time it would be a bit of a

jumble”. Isabella felt that having the digital form added a measure of protection against

cheating by other groups, and that the digital puzzles were easy compared to the physical
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ones. One downside was that technical issues were an occasional threat, with Lucio and

Lavinia reporting that wifi outages affected them during one of the ERGs.

Social

Students reported a strong element of social interaction within the intervention. Collaboration

featured as a clear affordance of the intervention. The students enjoyed working with new

people, with one student saying that “seeing [other people’s] skills … was pretty cool”

(Isabella). Following on from this, another student said that working together allowed them to

check each other's work to ensure quality. An unexpected line of thought about the ERGs was

that the social element provided a pleasant contrast to regular classwork: “a lot of English in

my experience has just been like ‘you do it on your own now,’ whereas in a team you really

get to bond with everyone” (Lucio). A student in the other focus group raised this idea

independently, saying she enjoyed that she wasn’t “being told to be quiet and work by

yourself” (Juliet). Students also discussed that the collaborative nature of the ERGs allowed

less confident students to “choose their question first… and when they’d finished that they

helped [more confident students to] do the harder questions” (Juliet). Students were able to

develop efficiency in their collaborations between games. Having not collaborated well in the

first ERG, Juliet, for example, reflected that “in the first game everyone was, like, doing their

own thing and then we are like, well we are going to get it faster if everyone does it together”.

This reflects a related phenomenon, where some groups adopted a leadership-based

delegation method (Lucio), and other groups took up activities naturally within a distributed

teamwork model (Titus). When asked if she thought anyone was getting a free ride, Isabella

thought that “most people” were able to engage with other people and the ERGs.
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Communication emerged as a natural byproduct of the ERGs. Isabella found the

communication aspect to be “really good” because she “hadn’t done that with quite a few of

[her] peers in the class”. In the second focus group, all three members concurred that

communication was one of the benefits of the ERG. Juliet and Lavinia both said that they

really enjoyed getting to know other members of their class. Isabella offered an alternative

experience, saying that the communication:

helped my peers, but it kind of distracted me because I was working on a different clue,

and then I was trying to listen in to the new clue, and then I forgot what I was working on

for the other one.

Although understated, communication was a key aspect to succeeding in the ERGs. They

required a considerable amount of coordination and teamwork. Although general, the

comments indicate an existing high level of communication, and a welcome opportunity to

enjoy the freedom to talk to their peers within a learning environment. This was not uniformly

successful, as for some students it presented as a distraction.

The majority of students enjoyed the competitive aspect of having multiple groups in the

same room working on the same ERG. Juliet said that it was “really fun because we were all

so competitive,” and that “everyone wanted to get it done before everyone else got it done, so

everyone collaborated together to do it”. Not all students felt this way, however. Perdita said

that the “pressure of, like, everyone trying to do it kind of got to you in the end,” indicating

that the competitiveness was a negative experience for her, summarising that the pressure

from the competition was a “disadvantage”. This elevated sense of competitiveness may

explain students reporting distraction as being a common problem throughout the ERGs.
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Describing the atmosphere of the intervention towards the end of the time limit, Juliet

complained that it was difficult to think when “everyone was like ‘Oh!’ and yelling and

everything like that”. One student wished that they had “a little less distraction from [their]

other peers” (Isabella). Cheating was an interesting outcome from the intervention, and was a

particular concern of both Isabella and Titus who observed it and reported it in the focus

group discussions. As discussed above, the ERGs were difficult. Some unscrupulous students

resorted to cheating. Discussing this, Isabella also suggested that the groups might be put in

different rooms as “some of them were tending to try and cheat”.

Despite my best efforts to be as uninvolved as possible, a few comments were made about

distractions from the teacher. One student said that, “Mr Opie helped explain to us what a

couple of the words meant or techniques that were in there and I went with those and I was

able to work with those in the future which was good” (Isabella). In response, another student

said that “in a way [Mr Opie] was distracting” (Ophelia), likely due to breaking her train of

thought. In terms of the study design, I had planned for myself to not feature at all, so it was

surprising that I was mentioned in this way.

Motivational

One of the major affordances of ERGs is that it fosters strong engagement. Isabella said that

“pretty much everyone got stuck into it and was able to do something”. Independently

agreeing with this sentiment, Ophelia said that “I think most people were [able to engage]” in

some way. While this wasn’t universal, as one student reported “people who didn’t really do it

they were like, not on the outside, but the people who wanted to do it … were getting more

involved than the people who didn’t [want to]” (Juliet). Engagement sometimes lowered

during activities with a higher difficulty level, but motivation remained high, as discussed
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below. Success within the ERG was a strong motivator, as was challenge, with Perdita saying,

“I think I just wanted to solve the password, so I just tried [harder]”. There was a non-trivial

overlap with the competitive aspect of the ERGs. One student said that they felt a strong urge

to “win the thing,” (Juliet) and beat the other groups to the end. Although the focus groups

were composed of motivated students, as evidenced by their willingness to go through a

lengthy consenting process, some of the experience of less engaged students was captured

during the focus group as well. There was a feeling by one student that while the ERG was

definitely more engaging for some, almost everyone was able to “still get something out of it”

(Juliet).

ERGs are a novel intervention, as described in the literature review. They are somewhat

uncommon as pedagogical tools, and nearly unheard of in the context of my school. Students

reported this novelty as a positive aspect of them that fed their motivation to complete the

ERGs. Juliet shared that she thought it was “really nice to have something different in the

class,” while Lucio said that it was “super fun playing the games because it is really different

to what you normally do”.

When asked about how valuable or important students felt the skills acquired in the ERGs,

students answered readily despite some negative perceptions of learning effectiveness and

efficiency, as previously reported. Juliet acknowledged that developing these skills is

important because “when we’re doing poetry and essays and all of that I feel like we need to

know how to read and interpret unfamiliar texts”. Ophelia tied the value of reading

comprehension and disciplinary literacy to curriculum broadly: “It is an important thing

because a lot of curriculum in everything has unfamiliar texts so it is really important”.

Another student provided some nuance into the kind of value he placed on the skills
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developed in the ERGs when asked if it felt like it was just test preparation, saying that while

it did not give him any more direct confidence in his abilities, he knew it was important and

“valuable … in a subconscious way” (Titus).

For motivation and engagement, students identified three overarching benefits from the

ERGs: an increased sense of perseverance, satisfaction with prior performances, and a

boosted confidence in their own abilities. Perdita said of her perseverance that, “before the

games I didn’t even try, but now I just like kind of try”. Lucio noted that the intervention

helped him not to “give up so easily”. Thinking of his experience more broadly, Lucio said, “I

think I got more important skills than learning how to read unfamiliar texts, like, I learned

how to be more resilient and not just give up when faced with a problem.” Other students

noted the value of the experience as it fed forward in their learning. Isabella said that it would

help her “get a lot more marks” in the future, while another student thought that the

“experience with the unfamiliar texts help to build [her] confidence” (Juliet). Asked how

completing both ERGs felt, something very few groups achieved, two students said it felt,

“pretty good” (Lavinia; Isabella) contributing to a positive feeling towards English and

unfamiliar texts. Confidence featured prominently in the focus group discussions. Asked what

the main takeaway was from the intervention, one student said: “I would definitely say [it

added] extra confidence when looking at a new text, you know, it gets you started and not

scared away” (Ophelia). It was also useful for less confident students, as one student reported

about her peers, the ERGs that allowed the students to complete them in any order allowed for

less confident students to pick tasks they felt they could succeed at and build confidence that

way (Juliet). As she elaborates: “the people who didn’t really want to do it were still there,

and still doing it” (Juliet). As a counterpoint to a complaint that the ERGs lacked a proper set

of instructions as to what to do, Isabella said, “by learning how to solve the [ERGs] without
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any instructions, we learned how to do it [by ourselves] and feel a bit more confident in the

future”.

Affective

Students had a strong affective response to success and finishing the ERGs. Students reported

a high non-completion rate of the ERGs amongst their peers. Of the five or six groups in each

ERG, no more than one or two successfully completed all the puzzles. Students that didn’t

complete the ERGs in time were more likely to be critical of the ERGs, indicating a

frustration with activities or with time limits (see filter sheet and time discussion, above).

Isabella put this idea very clearly: “when you don’t win you kind of feel a little bit gutted”.

Despite the negative feelings associated with not completing the ERGs, students

overwhelmingly found the games a positive and engaging experience. Students found the

social aspects particularly fun, with one student saying that it was enjoyable to “work with

people that you don’t usually work with” (Lucio). A different student thought that being able

to include everyone in achieving a goal was fun too. Titus noted that he found the problem

solving aspect “really good”. A contrast was made between ERGs and traditional learning

activities, with Titus saying that it’s “better than writing out essays”, while Lucio thought that

aspects of fun could be more efficiently added to traditional learning activities, rather than

trying to add learning to a game. Another positive aspect was competitiveness, although one

student made clear that this was not universally enjoyed.

Unsurprisingly, the filter sheet appears again prominently in discussions about what was not

fun. Likewise, students did not enjoy not winning, nor having limited time. Isabella
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mentioned that having multiple groups in the same room made it difficult to think clearly, and

that she was worried about other groups cheating.

Summary

To summarise these findings, the two quantitative research instruments revealed that: in the

ATs, mean scores increased after ERG 1, and again after ERG 2. This may indicate a positive

effect of the intervention on AT performance. The questionnaires showed a decrease of

interest and an increase of persistence. This was unexpected as according to self-efficacy

(Bandura, 1997), interest and persistence should fall and rise together. A similar inverse

relationship was demonstrated between the fall of help seeking and the rise of strategy use.

From the thematic analysis of the focus groups, student discussions resolved into five themes:

learning and cognitive, game design, social, motivational, and affective.

Most of the findings conform to the literature. I will discuss the expected findings from this

study at the beginning of the next chapter. There were four unexpected findings that will be

discussed at length in the next chapter, specifically: that students seemed to disproportionately

enjoy the collaborative aspects of ERGs; that some students experienced failure positively,

and an elaboration of that phenomenon; the role of ERGs as a context for developing

disciplinary literacies; and finally some considerations for the integration of ERGs into a High

School English classroom.
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Discussion

This study has been conducted in an attempt to fill some of the established gaps within the

field, as identified in the literature review. Namely, these gaps are: the use of ERGs in a High

School English classroom; to observe the impact on students' affective, social, learning, and

motivational and engagement experience; and to report any special considerations for ERG

designs within those contexts.

This chapter begins with a discussion of what findings were expected in the context of the

literature. Following this section, four unexpected findings are examined and discussed. These

unexpected findings are: that students seemed to disproportionately enjoy the collaborative

aspects of ERGs; that some students experienced failure positively, and an elaboration of that

phenomenon; the role of ERGs as a context for developing disciplinary literacies; and finally

some considerations for the integration of ERGs into a High School English classroom.

Comments on implications and opportunities for future research have been included

throughout the discussions of the key findings. A broader comment on future research is

given at the end of the chapter. Research questions will be answered specifically in the

concluding chapter.

During this discussion, quantitative and qualitative data are analysed together, rather than in

discrete sections. This was done in order to meet Nowell et al.’s (2017) suggestion that

triangulation of data creates more reliability and validity in a study. In addition, the

quantitative data are used to supplement the qualitative thematic analysis. Part of the rationale

of using mixed methods was for both components to complement each other. Therefore I feel
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it is reasonable that they are analysed at the same time, when appropriate, as they make a

stronger argument together than separately.

It is worth noting here that there is a certain level of abstraction within the intervention that

assumes that participating in this intervention is a close, or close enough, analogue to

interpreting a new unfamiliar text. I acknowledge that for some the level of abstraction may

be too great to accept any strong conclusions from the data. I will proceed with the discussion

under the premise that there is a satisfactory connection between the questionnaires and the

experience students had with the ERGs. This is, however, an area for further research.

Alignment With The Literature

Reflecting on the expected outcomes, my initial estimation of affordances and drawbacks

outlined in the literature review are broadly accurate. In terms of affordances, students

confirmed in the focus group discussions that they found the activities to be an enjoyable

experience, that most people were engaged in them, and most students also enjoyed the social

aspect of the ERGs. These findings are reflected across the broad range of research into ERGs

(e.g. Chou et al., 2020; Krekhov et al., 2021; Ross, 2019). Application of ERGs in the English

discipline is uncommon in the literature, and research examining ERGs and disciplinary

literacy is non-existent. This research confirms that the intervention can be utilised in English

with some valuable outcomes for students. Where earlier research claims that ERGs increase

learning without adequate research instruments to support the assertion (e.g. Chou et al.,

2020; Dietrich, 2018; Sárközi et al., 2019 Vuillaume et al., 2021), my research has sought to

answer Taraldsen et al.’s (2020) call for greater transparency in design, data collection and
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analysis. As I will discuss later in this chapter, what is considered valuable or successful in

terms of the outcomes requires some interpretation.

By not running a briefing or debriefing segment, and giving limited hints I was able to make

the games focused entirely on the experience of the students. As I will discuss, an entirely

hands off approach to student-centredness is not the best way to leverage the affordances of

the ERGs. Despite a robust argument in the literature for the use of briefing and debriefing

(see Diemer et al., 2019; Veldkamp et al., 2022), I decided not to include a brief and debrief to

provide the most time available for students to complete the game sessions. Even without the

brief and debrief, there was not enough time for the majority of students to successfully

complete the ERG. Upon reflection, it would have been better to incorporate a brief and

debrief into the game sessions.

I propose that in order to preserve the student centred learning but give the students some

context to the intervention, a briefing on the learning objectives (i.e. Rainey, 2017) and skills

to deal with failure (i.e. Dweck & Sorich, 1999) before the lesson would be more effective at

shaping attitudes and expectations of participants than the approach actually taken in this case

study. Likewise, a debriefing session would allow the students to make meaning of their

failures and successes collectively in the frame of Johnson and Johnson (2009)’s cooperative

learning, and reinforce the motivational and affective outcomes of the ERGs (e.g. Makri et al.,

2021). These sentiments were an aspect of Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework that I sacrificed,

but this may have been harmful to the efficacy of the intervention.

While ERGs do allow for higher order thinking activities on Bloom’s revised taxonomy

(Krathwohl, 2002), the objective nature of the puzzles limit this higher order thinking to the
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analysis level, at least in this iteration, with evaluation and synthesis unobserved during the

intervention. Despite earlier research suggesting the presence of higher order thinking in

ERGs (Nicholson, 2018; Painter, 2019), my experience in designing tends to agree with

Veldkamp et al.’s (2022) assessment that it is very difficult to include objective puzzles that

truly promote higher order thinking. While it is possible to set very specific learning

objectives, as I will discuss, intending a learning objective and achieving that outcome are

very different matters.

This research has also shed some light on the proposed drawbacks of the intervention. One

personal concern was that a good deal of the affordances hinged on the novelty of the ERGs

to a given treatment group. This concern stemmed from the lack of repeated uses of the

intervention on the same students, as the majority of the studies examine a single use of the

intervention (e.g. Berthod et al., 2020; Clune, 2021; Diemer et al., 2019; Dietrich, 2018;

Nadelson & Nadelson, 2020). While data from my case study is limited and not generalisable,

there is some evidence that initial peaks after ERG 1 in self-reported questionnaires for

self-efficacy, effort, and metacognition, as well as a peak in the midtest AT, fell during the

posttest, followed by a drop after ERG 2 can be attributed to the novelty wearing off.

Integration into the High School English classroom was even more difficult than anticipated,

and a significant proportion later in this chapter is dedicated to discussing considerations for

successful design. Likewise, considerable space is provided for the discussion of the problems

of piloting the intervention, and balancing the puzzles for optimal difficulty. The digital

versus physical ERG affordances were, in this case, moot. Students did not comment on the

format of the intervention substantively when asked. This case study took a hybrid approach

to ERG design, finding a balance between the affordances of physical and digital ERGs as
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suggested by Makri et al. (2021). Other than the predicted social benefits of the one device to

multiple students bottleneck (Daemen et al. 2020; Echeverria et al., 2011) and the practical

benefits of hybrid ERGs being cheap, easily accessible, sharable and reproducible, no robust

conclusions could be drawn on the relative merits between physical, digital and hybrid ERGs

from this study.

Self-efficacy was a useful motivational construct to analyse the piecemeal effects of the

intervention. The data presented in the questionnaires especially as pre-, mid- and posttests

helped to contextualise Linnenbrink and Pintrich’s (2003) educational adaptation of Bandura’s

(1997) general model of self-efficacy. These data highlighted an unusual effect that, in the

face of repeated failure, students reported increasing persistence and positive affect. To

analyse this, I turn to a supplemental motivational construct (Dweck & Sorich, 1999) in a

later section.

Disciplinary literacy was a versatile framework for conceptualising the analytical literacies

within English. By naming the specific processes of English analysis, the work of Rainey

(2017) and Moje (2015) give the study a common language not only within the literacy

domain, but also broadly intelligible learning objectives within the ERG puzzles. As this

research on implementing ERGs into English in terms of unfamiliar text skills is unique

among the literature, the observations made here make up some of the first of their kind. With

this in mind, disciplinary literacy is a strong starting point to help create a bespoke framework

for the design of English discipline ERGs. This answer’s Lathwesen and Belova’s (2021) call

for a systematic approach to the design of learning intentions, rather than adapting

entertainment activities to educational purposes ad hoc.
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Novel Observations

While there is much within these findings that add to the body of evidence as to the

affordances and drawbacks of ERGs, repeating established knowledge is not useful especially

in the light of robust literature reviews on the topic (i.e. Lathwesen & Belova, 2021; Fotaris &

Mastoras, 2019; Makri et al., 2021; Taraldsen et al., 2020; Veldkamp et al., 2020, 2022).

Instead, I have decided to examine four novel observations: (a) the mechanics of collaboration

within the ERGs, specifically how and why students might enjoy working with each other; (b)

a paradox of persistence; (c) learning the students reported and demonstrated from the focus

group discussions and AT and questionnaires; and (d) the implications of the study for

implementing ERGs into a High School English classroom.

Collaboration

Students really enjoyed working and playing together. In order to explore the mechanics of

this finding, it will be interpreted through a social constructivist (Vygotsky, 1978) and

cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson, 2009) framework.

Collaboration, in the sense of working together to solve problems, featured heavily in the

focus group discussions. Most students reported that they enjoyed collaborating and that the

social interaction was one of the better parts of the intervention, with only one student

dissenting. This similar finding to Ross’s (2019) observation that working together with

others is a large source of enjoyment from ERGs, but that this social aspect is not enjoyed

universally. I will offer a deconstruction of the mechanisms behind the enjoyment of

collaboration in order to better design puzzles and ERGs to enhance the enjoyment of social

interaction. I will discuss three mechanisms in this regard.
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The first mechanism that reinforced the enjoyment of social interaction can be explained by

cognitive apprenticeship (Vygotsky, 1978). As the groups were randomly assigned, it is

relatively likely that a spread of students at different levels of ability were in each group.

While a variation in ability is not guaranteed, anecdotal evidence from the focus groups seem

to support this distribution, especially in light of comments made by Isabella that “seeing

[other people’s skills … was pretty cool”. By observing the skills of others, especially in the

context of the ERGs which have multiple disciplinary literacies such as in Vuillaume et al.’s

(2021) study, students engage in a rich environment for learning from each other by

observation and apprenticeship. Likewise, the ability to check each other's work was

mentioned by one student, and is a mechanic for cognitive apprenticeship: by checking and

correcting work, students are able to reinforce their own analytical and reading skills and

instruct others in the application of these skills (e.g. Fuchs et al, 1997; Mastropieri et al.,

2003).

The second mechanism of collaboration is cooperative learning. ERGs provide a rich

environment for Johnson and Johnson’s (2009) conditions of cooperative learning to thrive in.

Positive interdependence is a situation where participants of a group “promote the

achievement of joint goals” (Johnson & Johnson, 2009, p. 366). Because students were split

into groups and they succeeded or failed together, students had a clear opportunity to work

towards a common goal. Lucio felt that sense of interdependence when he said that in his

“team you really get to bond with everyone”. For cooperative learning to be successful,

students need to feel a sense of individual accountability, both in the sense that they have a

responsibility to finish a given task, and that they have a responsibility to others (Johnson &

Johnson, 2009). Juliet summarised this mechanism clearly when she said that less confident

students were able to pick tasks they felt more comfortable with, and then contribute to the
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harder activities when they successfully completed their own tasks. In effect, students who

might otherwise be less likely to complete any tasks not only felt responsibility and success

with their own tasks, but were exposed to tasks and disciplinary literacies above their own

comfort and ability levels as well. A similar mechanism has been introduced more explicitly

in the form of Daemen et al.’s (2020) escape box - a hexagon with puzzles on each face.

Veldkamp et al. reported that students felt a sense of ownership over the puzzle facing them,

but that someone to help was readily available due to the shape of the puzzle if needed.

Similarly, ERGs seem to facilitate face-to-face promotive interaction, where members of a

group encourage and support each other (e.g. Clarke, 2017). Being a highly collaborative task,

as no one person could complete all tasks alone within the time frame (see Ross, 2019), the

opportunity to share encouragement and success together provided a clear mechanism for

providing feedback and challenging reasoning to provide higher quality decision making

(Johnson & Johnson, 2009). Appropriate use of social skills seems to be an integral to both

cooperative learning and ERGs. Isabella thought that the increased social and communication

skills that the ERGs required were “really good” because it gave her an opportunity to work

with new people. Juliet and Lavinia both also agreed that an opportunity to be social and

communicative within a learning environment was enjoyable. Operating within the social

constructivist framework, these new learning relationships imply a wider learning community

for individuals outside the bounds of the intervention with similarly wide benefits for

learning.

Finally, ERGs facilitate an opportunity for group processing. Group processing is a collective

reflection undertaken by a team for a challenging task (Johnson & Johnson, 2009). As

mentioned previously when discussing positive interdependence, students felt that as the
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ERGs proceeded, more of the easier tasks were completed, condensing the group's attention

towards the more difficult tasks. In this context, students started processing and reflecting on

tasks as a group. This shared problem solving has been shown to increase the quality of

outcomes (Johnson & Johnson, 2009) and this building of a sense of success at completing

individual tasks and positive feelings also feeds self-efficacy (Bandura, 1997; Linnenbrink &

Pintrich, 2003).

Cooperative learning has had increasing popularity in education (Veldkamp et al., 2020), and

the significant overlap between the cooperative learning framework and ERGs helps to

explain why students enjoyed the collaborative aspects of the intervention. As explained in

the self-efficacy framework (Bandura, 1997; Linnenbrink & Pintrich, 2003), enjoyment,

success with specific tasks and motivation are closely related.

The third mechanism that helps to explain students enjoying the collaborative aspect of the

intervention is simple connection. At the time the study was conducted, students were just

coming out of a regional lockdown due to the spread of COVID-19. After weeks of being

isolated, the opportunity to work together on a low-stakes task likely provided a welcome

moment of levity. This finding is mirrored in research published early in the pandemic (i.e.

Clune, 2021), and has been repeated frequently as a prosocial affordance in a time of isolation

(Buchner et al., 2022; Krekhov et al., 2021; Vidergor, 2021).

A Paradox of Persistence

Students did not like not winning at the ERGs. Considering winning to be a binary state of

success and failure, most students would conceptualise their performance as having lost at the

ERGs. This can be seen in the median decrease of student self-reported Interest from the
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Likert questionnaires, starting at 3.3 and falling to 2.6 by the posttest. Put simply, when asked

if they were liking their interactions with unfamiliar texts more and more, the average

dropped from leaning more towards agree to leaning more towards disagree. This fits broadly

with Veldkamp et al.’s (2021) finding that losing was one of the least appreciated parts of the

intervention. In spite of this, students reported positive affect towards learning about

unfamiliar texts as recorded by the questionnaires rising from 2.7 in the pretest consecutively

to 3.2 in the posttest. Likewise, persistence, or that students’ feeling that they stick with

difficult tasks for longer, rose from 2.6 in the pretest questionnaire to 3.3 in the posttest.

This outcome is entirely unexpected, as failure should have a negative effect on affect and

persistence according to the self-efficacy framework (see Bandura, 1986, 1997). Most of the

groups did not finish all of the puzzles in the ERGs, and so in theory these frustrations and

failures, according to the mastery experiences aspect of Bandura’s (1997) self-efficacy model

should demotivate students, and their feelings of confidence in their own abilities and

likelihood of success within reading unfamiliar texts should fall. The literature on ERGs and

motivation similarly signals that motivational increases happen in tandem with success, not

failure (e.g. Dugnol-Menendez, 2021; Vidergor, 2021; Vuillaume et al., 2021)

To simplify the discussion of this effect throughout this chapter, I’ll refer to this unintuitive

increase in persistence and positive affect in the light of repeated failure and falling interest as

the Dark Souls effect. Dark Souls is a notoriously difficult video game developed by

FromSoftware, and within the video gaming community is seen as an archetypal example of a

very challenging game. In an article in The Spinoff titled ‘How the Dark Souls video game

series ruined my life’, Donnell (2018) described the experience of playing the game as

“poison for someone with a pathological aversion to mistakes and failure. … Maybe the pain
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of failure made the feeling of success more intense. … While I failed though, I learned.”

(paras. 3-7).

While perhaps not as intense or as lengthy as Donnell’s experience with Dark Souls, there

were elements of the ERGs that had similarly challenging experiences for the participants.

After being given clear instructions for ERG 1, ERG 2 had hidden instructions, requiring a

puzzle to be solved before the game could properly begin. Likewise, reassembling the

transparent filter sheets featured heavily in the focus groups as a frustrating part of both

ERGs, with one student comparing it to a time sink. The ERGs were designed to be hard, and

for the six puzzles to roughly take up 50 minutes of time. There is some similarity in this

observation to Nottingham’s (2017) concept of the learning pit. It is for these reasons that I

think the ‘Dark Souls effect’ neatly captures the otherwise unaccounted for discrepancy

within the ERGs.

There are two aspects we need to consider when understanding the Dark Souls effect on the

student experience of the ERGs. The first is in terms of conceptualising a game as a failing

opportunity (i.e. Anderson et al., 2019), and the second is in terms of their attitudinal

management of those failing opportunities (i.e. Dweck & Sorich, 1999).

While the self-efficacy model is still a useful framework for interpreting the piecemeal

aspects of motivation, and the small increase in student confidence at specific tasks (i.e.

self-efficacy) identified in the questionnaire results (pretest = 3.3, midtest = 3.5, posttest 3.4),

the self-efficacy model does not allow for shades of success. In order to address the

counter-intuitive Dark Souls effect, we turn to a supplemental motivation construct that does
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tolerate a wider interpretation of experiences and nuance in non-winning states: mastery

orientation.

Mastery orientation is a response to failure where people see “challenge [and failure] as a

welcome opportunity, [and] as a chance to stretch their skills and become smarter” (Dweck &

Sorich, 1999, p. 233). There is some contention between self-efficacy and mastery orientation

as they interpret the outcomes of failure in contrasting ways. The presence of the Dark Souls

effect, however, implies that there were disproportionately more students with a mastery

orientation than not within the fully consented group. Although the sample size is small and

not generalisable, this finding from the case study opens up an interesting avenue for the role

of failing successfully in ERGs for future research that has not otherwise been addressed.

Perhaps by encouraging more students to adopt a mastery orientation during the briefing,

teachers may be able to help to mitigate some of the negative feelings associated with failure

by some students, thus helping to increase the affective and learning outcomes of the

intervention.

The literature presumes success and completion of the ERGs (Makri et al., 2021). In the

context of a High School period, this is an extremely difficult prospect. I will discuss the

specific design considerations for integrating ERGs into the High School classroom later in

this chapter in a discrete section for that purpose. Given the status quo limitations, however,

there is another concept that may help to explain the Dark Souls effect as it is present within

this case study: the well-played game.

Escape Room Games, like all games, are “built with failure in tandem” (Anderson et al.,

2019, p. 1). In other words, trying and failing and trying again are an intended part of the
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experience with games. It is this capacity for failure that creates the tension of a compelling

game. Most participants did not complete the ERGs fully. One way to understand why some

students interpreted the non-completion in a positive way is through De Koven’s (2013) idea

of a well-played game.

Put simply, when we play, we enter a special social state that pushes back reality and a new

set of agreed upon rules take precedence, called the play community. Within the play

community, players have a “common intention and mutual respect for the willingness of play,

[and] for the need for safety and trust” (De Koven, 2013, p. 11). To have a well-played game,

the play community must take precedence over the game itself (De Koven, 2013). In other

words, when we are playing meaningfully and well, it is the relationships between the players

that become the focus of the activity, not winning the game. This relationship first approach

leads to what De Koven (2013) calls “playing to win” (p. 129). People that are playing to win

are participating earnestly, but the importance is on the time spent with the play community.

Win or lose, the time has been spent well and reinforcing relationships with others. This is the

crux of how a win or lose state is separated from a positive experience with said game.

Players construct the well-played game together and it becomes excellent because of the way

it is being played (De Koven, 2013).

The students created a meaningful outcome when they experienced challenges and played

well together. By adopting a mastery oriented approach to non-success, students were able to

leverage disappointment against an increased sense of persistence and positive affect towards

reading unfamiliar texts in the future. Mastery orientation and the well-played game help to

explain how students can interpret non-success in ERGs. Likewise, these unexpected findings

highlight the role of challenge and perseverance in ERGs and highlight the need for further
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investigation into the Dark Souls effect. Rather than a failure of design, I propose that

challenge and non-success can lead to positive outcomes for student motivation if it is

carefully fostered.

Learning

In order to gauge the effect of ERGs on student performance, ATs were administered that

asked participants to analyse unfamiliar texts as part of the pre-, mid- and posttests.

Assessment task result means did increase (pre- = 4.5, mid- = 5.6, posttest = 4.9) from the

baseline, but these increases were modest. At the same time, students reported in the

questionnaires increasing strategy use (pre- = 2.5, mid = 3.7, posttest = 3.3) for interpreting

unfamiliar texts. Although this study was designed to address some dispute about the actual

learning of content knowledge in ERGs (Berthod et al., 2020; Chou et al., 2020; Fotaris &

Mastoras, 2019; Makri et al., 2021; Veldkamp et al., 2022), results were inconclusive.

The literature has reported the application of ERGs for learning inductively about a wide

range of processes, from Victorian era manufacturing processes (Dietrich, 2018) to safety

procedures in postgraduate cross disciplinary medical staff (Diemer, 2019). One of the

purposes of this case study was to determine if students could learn the techniques for

interpreting and analysing unfamiliar texts inductively throughout the intervention. The

difference is that what is correct in the Victorian manufacturing process and the PGY1 safety

procedures is objective. There is a definable win state in the real world, and if you are

successful within that process, you have some lovely fertiliser or somewhat less murderous

equipment to show for your efforts. There are objective solutions beneath those ERGs.

Unfamiliar texts do not have this same objectivity. The analysis of literature is subjective by

definition (Moje, 2015), and we have to tolerate ambiguity and socially negotiated results. I
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will discuss the specific English disciplinary considerations for integrating ERGs into the

High School classroom and managing subjectivity later in this chapter. The present section

will discuss the apparent effect of the intervention on student performance.

The apparent effect of the intervention on student performance in the limited context of this

case study is that they seem to be helpful at practising or revising the identification and

analysis of language features. As the students themselves report in the questionnaires, they

feel that they have, on average, new or better strategies for understanding unfamiliar texts. As

the AT data show, this does not guarantee immediate and dramatic improvement in the

discipline, however. Late research supports this: Buchner et al. (2022) argue that ERGs are

best used for learning content knowledge after traditional didactic instruction as a way to

reinforce already taught content. Sowell (2021) prefigured this approach by suggesting ERGs

are best used for building motivation at the beginning of a unit, or as a revision activity at the

end. Students during the focus group mirrored this position. In this study, learning was

broadly, but not exclusively, limited to revision and practicing of extant skills.

Analysing unfamiliar texts is an intensive task, even for experts (Rainey, 2017). Almost any

text could show up in an examination and there is a rapidly decreasing amount of time left to

both interpret the unfamiliar text and express that understanding in the form of an essay. The

ERGs are a natural analogue to this process in that they too require quick understanding and

problem solving. There are two elements related to learning and knowledge acquisition in

regard to the ERGs that will help to contextualise their value to students.

The first element is disciplinary literacy. ERGs provide ample opportunities to match with the

frameworks proposed by Rainey (2017) and Moje (2015). While not a perfect match as these
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frameworks are being abstracted to a time limited, pressured, and group experience, they are

helpful in discussing the specific skills for comprehending unfamiliar texts. The first way that

ERGs match closely with disciplinary literacy is that they both require shared orientations,

framing the reading of unfamiliar texts as “problem based and social in nature” (Rainey, 2017,

p. 60). As discussed above, ERGs are a rich opportunity for cooperative learning and social

interdependence. Likewise, the difficult teamwork based puzzles of the ERGs can easily

provide opportunities for learning to think about and solve problems within a social setting.

Similarly, as the ERG puzzle questions and contexts were harvested directly from

examination papers, they fit naturally within what Rainey (2017) calls the literary literacy

practices of: seeking patterns, identifying strangeness, articulating a puzzle, considering

possibilities, considering contexts, and making claims.

These literary literacy practices relate directly to the puzzle learning outcomes as identified in

the earlier methodology chapter. Essentially, disciplinary literacy is a framework that can

mature the creation of learning objectives within English discipline ERGs in an evidence and

literacy based way. By providing these opportunities to engage with the literary literacy

practices of experts, ERGs facilitate student familiarity and experience with those practices.

Unlike the production of fertiliser or the safety procedures in a hospital, everyone has

experience with strategies of comprehension, and ERGs do give students an extremely

engaging opportunity to practice what is often otherwise considered an extremely dry skillset.

The second element is exam familiarity. Exam familiarity here is taken to mean the

non-content knowledge aspects of an exam, such as problem solving in a time-limited way, or

learning the layout and wording of a real exam paper. This was an explicit learning outcome

of the activities in the ERGs, as well as part of the context for the study. Students gained a
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comparatively low stakes experience of the exam questions and structures. As reported in the

focus group interviews, students felt somewhat that the ERGs were like an exam, specifically

as it was time-limited, high challenge, and stressful. Within the ERGs, some students reported

they were able to build persistence and familiarity. This aspect clashes in some ways with the

gameful perspective on the ERGs, and explains the difference in experiences reported by

students in the focus groups, namely that for some students it felt like an exam, and for some

students it felt like a game. Sowell (2021) argues that the “duality of goals - both to have fun

and learn content - [can lead] to conflicts in the game design” (p.51).

In the context of this study, exam familiarity was discussed negatively in the focus group,

suggesting that for these students a focus on the gameful aspects rather than exam familiarity

would have used the affordances of the intervention more productively. This presents an

opportunity in the future when designing ERGs for teachers who may want to emphasise

either fun or learning over the other.

Overall, the intervention did not teach much new. But, it did not have to. As a vehicle for

practising already known unfamiliar text comprehension skills, they provided an opportunity

for students to feel more confident in their strategy use, and develop exam familiarity. Further

study may shed light on the application of ERGs in areas where content knowledge is more

objective, such as at the ‘remember’ level of Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002).

Examples of this could be revising quote locations in longer works such as Wuthering

Heights, or reinforcing Monroe’s motivated sequence for speechwriting. In the context of

preparing for the unknown and unfamiliar, the self-reported increase in strategy use is a

valuable outcome, and merits further study. Observation by a third party, or speak aloud
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analysis similar to Rainey’s (2017) approach could be used to measure strategy use in a pre-

and posttest design.

Implications for Implementation

ERGs require a careful adaptation both for use at a High School level, as well as for the

discipline-specific requirements of English. The literature currently does not discuss much in

the way of needing to adapt ERGs for specific contexts as it tends to be an implicit part of the

planning process, and overwhelmingly focused towards tertiary level students (Makri et al.,

2021). Using Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework at the High School level leaves an

inexperienced designer open to difficult-to-foresee challenges of implementation, most

prominently time constraints (Eukel et al., 2020) and setting the difficulty of puzzles. This is

not a shortcoming of Clarke et al.’s framework, but rather a problem of context. In this

section, I will discuss several considerations for implementing ERGs in a High School

English classroom based on observations from this case study.

The first consideration is that time is limited. This is not unique to high school (Berthod et al.,

2020; Daemen et al., 2020; Eukel et al., 2020; Makri et al., 2021; Sowell, 2021; Veldkamp,

2020, 2021, 2022), but does require consideration in context. In the case school, lessons were

50 minutes in length. This creates a situation where the capacity to pilot the ERGs, have

briefing and debriefing times, and allow a satisfying balance of difficulty and success within

the intervention becomes a matter of prioritisation. The balancing of difficulty and challenge

against the time allowed is particularly difficult to achieve, and not having enough time to

complete the puzzles was a topic that was discussed at length in both focus groups. De Koven

(2013) notes that as strong as the desire to have a well-played game is, the desire to come to a

clear conclusion is stronger.
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It is then a matter of the group at hand: is working on a difficult challenge still capable of

being satisfying without winning? Can a win be satisfying when there is no danger of losing?

To be hypophoric, the answers are not universally clear. Further research needs to be done to

examine the best practice prioritisation of time, rather than simply designing for the time

allotted. This sentiment that the games are designed for what time is allowed rather than

purposefully is a common observation of literature reviews across the discipline (Makri et al.,

2021; Taraldsen et al., 2020; Veldkamp et al., 2020). In this study, low completion rates were

attributed to a lack of time. Considering the drop in interest in the questionnaires, it seems that

a win may be important to the success of the ERGs. While people expect a challenge, and a

too-easy win is unsatisfying (Juul, 2013), a loss may be a wasted opportunity that could

otherwise leverage positive affect and self-efficacy if the loss is due to an arbitrary lack of

time. ERGs that purposefully leverage time pressure and high challenge may make losses

meaningful, as discussed above, however. A more decisive comment on interaction between

time and completion awaits further research.

Other than the amount of time given, difficulty is a key part of whether a group will

successfully complete the ERG or not. In addition to not having enough time, students

complained that the tasks were quite difficult. Whether they are difficult due to a lack of time

or too challenging within themselves can only be speculative. What became clear is that the

ERGs lacked a suitable mechanism to support success and completion. I was on hand for

groups that were struggling, and I gave hints according to a set of contextual guidelines.

Considering the low success rate, these hints were either not helpful enough, or the guidelines

for application were too strict. While granting the earlier acknowledgement that piloting the

ERGs was impractical, the difficulty of the puzzles can be manipulated using the judgement
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of the designer. The ERGs in this case study were designed to be challenging, but accessible.

In practice they were too hard.

There are two mechanisms from De Koven (2013) that could be built into the design to

activate when the puzzles are too hard. The first is overtime. Overtime is a moment of

“pushing back reality” (De Koven, 2013, p. 137), which allows just a little more time for the

game to come to its conclusion. Overtime then becomes an acknowledgement that to make the

game well-played, to account for the unfair mismatch between challenger and challenged, a

little more time should be given. I have discussed exhaustively the role of time in this

intervention, and another mechanism that potentially takes away play time may not be the best

solution. De Koven (2013) suggests the “well timed cheat” (p. 26) as another way to support

success. In situations that are otherwise unwinnable, the play community may determine that

an alteration of the rules are in order. This could range from giving the answer to the too-hard

puzzle, or walking the group through the application of the already present hints to

completion. The well timed cheat is an important consideration for ERG designers, as

although I have argued previously that winning is not necessarily a prerequisite for a

well-played game, individuals react unpredictably to failure. It may be possible to pre-empt

overtime and the well timed cheat by scaffolding hints throughout the intervention based on

predictions of progress. One third-through, two third-through and five minutes left hints could

be used to ensure a tempo that maintains the tension and sense of satisfying challenge

throughout, while allowing more students to be successful in the ERG. Contrasting this

perspective, Sabitzer et al. (2021) proposed that difficulty be significantly lowered so that

everyone could succeed, with bonus questions provided to fill the time of groups that have

already completed the ERG.
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One mechanism that was present in the ERGs to support success was a non-linear design.

Nicholson (2015) cited that while designers have a choice between linear and non-linear

progressions, 87% of commercial escape rooms surveyed had a linear sequence to their

puzzles. Likewise, Guigon et al.’s (2018) framework was rejected by this study as it required

a linear progression of puzzles. The intervention in this case study had a non-linear design

that allowed students to pick the order of the puzzles they completed. This non-linear

approach allowed unconfident students opportunities to shine by completing easier puzzles,

and more confident students an opportunity to shine by demonstrating their intelligence and

problem solving skills. This non-linear structure means that when students encounter failure,

they are able to persist as long as they can, then attempt something else and come back to the

challenging task. In the opposite case, linear puzzles don’t allow students to manage their

frustration levels, and when stuck they are at a standstill. A clear outcome from this case

study is that ERG designers should consider the affordances of non-linear structures. When

more people have more opportunities to fail and succeed, the benefits of those states within

the intervention are enjoyed by more than just the individuals that solve the puzzles before

anyone else. This adaptive management of frustration and failure may be one of the reasons

students felt an increase in persistence, as reported in the questionnaires.

It is clear from the focus group discussions, that without a briefing some students feel

unguided and uncertain about the purpose, and learning objectives of the intervention.

Likewise, a debrief would give time to socially construct and review the learning processes,

share methods of problem solving between the groups, allow for the designer to share the

learning objectives explicitly, and give some time for students to engage in rich discussions

with each other about the puzzles, texts, and experience with frustration and failure and

success broadly. This brief and debrief structure is recommended broadly in the literature,
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(e.g. Clarke et al., 2017; Diemer et al., 2019; Sárközi et al., 2019). The effect of reducing

game time to introduce a brief and debrief time is beyond the scope of this case study to

speculate, but it is a consideration that merits further investigation. In this study, brief and

debrief time was sacrificed to maximise contact with the intervention. On balance, this may

have limited some of the positive outcomes of the intervention from being fully realised. To

maintain my original argument that maximises student game time, a way to include a brief

and debrief within the confines of a school day would be to brief the students on the day

before, and debrief them the day following. This is a suitable compromise, and a significant

improvement on no discussion at all.

Considering Rainey’s (2017) claim that English as a discipline is a socially-oriented sharing

of thought and analysis, what aspects of the discipline are best reinforced by the social

affordances of ERGs? Negotiation of understanding is an obvious choice. When ERGs have a

fixed outcome and password, students are not truly negotiating meaning in the disciplinary

sense, but trying to determine the designer’s meaning of the source text. It is not truly

inductive reasoning, but following the shadow of someone else’s. One design that may help to

make the ERGs less abstract from true disciplinary literacy is having a subjective escape

room. Given a set of puzzles to solve, students would be able to present evidence-based

solutions to the facilitating teacher with multiple defensible, and therefore correct, answers

possible. In this case, puzzles and their solutions are able to more closely follow the

subjective processes of real life English disciplinary literacy. What effect this might have on

the didactic and gameful outcomes is beyond the scope of this research to guess, but this

approach may provide a better way for subjective aspects of the arts and social sciences to

leverage the affordances of the intervention especially for teachers who find the abstraction

from subjective to objective unappealing.
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In this case study, I tried to encourage students to learn subjective skills through puzzles with

objective answers. I have discussed in an earlier section of this chapter that content

knowledge gains were modest (although the intervention was not designed to teach content

knowledge), but self-reported strategy usage and perseverance via the questionnaires did

increase. When considering if this intervention is more effective than the traditional didactic

approaches the students compared it to, teachers will need to decide if the content or skills in

question can be meaningfully abstracted into puzzles with objective answers. For unfamiliar

text skills, because content knowledge is by definition excluded and instead adaptive

disciplinary literacies take precedence, ERGs can present a meaningful experience to learn,

practice and reinforce these adaptive disciplinary literacies. ERGs, as presented in this study,

offer at least some opportunity for analysis on Bloom’s revised taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002).

In consideration of the didactic, social, affective and motivational benefits of the intervention

discussed above, teachers who are willing to accept some level of abstraction between

intervention and real life practice may find that ERGs are a beneficial tool to add to their

repertoire. This tolerance for abstraction is not unique to English. Any discipline looking to

abstract a subjective experience into the objective framework of ERGs may do so. This does

not have to present a barrier to successful implementation, although each discipline will have

its own idiosyncrasies, providing a pathway for further research attention.

Summary

This discussion has shown the most pertinent connections between my findings and extant

literature. Proceeding from this, I discussed four key findings from the ERGS: a potential

explanation on the role of cooperative learning in ERGs, a potential explanation of the role of
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positive failure in ERGs, the role of English disciplinary literacy, and specific considerations

for designing ERGs for English.

It is pertinent to mention in summary that there are multiple ways of interpreting the data

generated in this study. The above analysis is mine, logically and methodically derived in

light of the literature, but still unavoidably biased.
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Conclusion

This study was designed to address the gap in the literature about the use of ERGs in a High

School English classroom. The intervention was designed to be a purposeful exposure of

students to unfamiliar text reading skills, one of the core skills of English disciplinary literacy.

By leveraging the established affordances of motivation and engagement, I wanted to

methodically examine the effects of the intervention on learning and other aspects that are

learning-adjacent. The following section addresses the three research questions, and offers

actionable recommendations based on them.

Research Question 1

1) What effect does the intervention have on individual affective and social aspects of

learning in participants?

Overall, this study found that ERGs may have helped students feel good about themselves and

their abilities. This was mirrored both in the questionnaires, and broad comment in the focus

group discussions. While positive emotions (Affect) about unfamiliar text skills increased

consistently, students reported that they liked (Interest) the subject less and less. The drop in

Interest in learning unfamiliar texts may represent the cost of the increases in Persistence and

Strategy Use as students internalise the ERGs as a learning activity rather than a simple game.

Students therefore take on positive attitudinal changes at the expense of negative Interest.

Almost all students enjoyed working with their friends to play the ERGs and solve problems.

While there were some unexpected inter-group interactions (viz. cheating and competition),

these were mainly aspects of the intervention that students found enjoyable or entertaining.
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The ERGs presented a rich opportunity for students to engage in collaborative learning and

social interdependence within their groups as well. Students suggested that this group work

was an opportunity to learn from their peers, rely on each other for solving the challenges, and

reinforce relationships between members of the class that don’t otherwise interact. Students

reported consistently that they liked when they successfully completed the ERGs and did not

like being unsuccessful.

Students identified that a brief and debrief would have increased their ability to meaningfully

engage with the intervention more quickly. By including a brief and debrief, the affective and

social aspects could have been enhanced and contextualised for greater effectiveness.

Ultimately the decision to not include a brief and debrief meant that an opportunity to frame

the learning objectives of the puzzles, and the attitudes of the students was lost. Including a

brief and debrief would have also allowed students to be familiarised with helpful concepts

that enhance the affordances of the ERGs, such as the well played game, and failing

successfully.

My recommendations in terms of the affective and social aspects of ERGs are: ERGs are a

rich opportunity to foster prosocial learning experiences in the classroom, and should be

considered by any teacher that would like to include social constructivist learning approaches

in their curriculum. Games should be designed so that the participants can win. I have

discussed mechanisms to support success in the previous chapter, and specifically that while

challenges and failing successfully can have positive outcomes, the strongest outcomes are

associated with success. Winning will not always be possible without the risk of trivialising

the challenge however, so a brief and debrief time is important for shaping the students’

responses, especially in a non-winning scenario.
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Research Question 2

2) What effect does the intervention have on learning and engagement in the

participants?

The students in this case study have clear mindsets about learning, what they expect out of a

lesson, and what qualifies as an efficient and productive use of their time. This means that the

comments they made and the conclusions I have drawn represent a specific demographic,

which limits the generalisability of this study. While this is true of all case studies, the specific

context of this study is likely to be uncommon. Students also showed a preference to

traditional didactic methods in terms of content knowledge. I have proposed that the

substantive learning in this intervention was an opportunity to practise existing disciplinary

literacy skills, and to build engagement with an otherwise unappealing topic.

Learning progress was limited but present in terms of content knowledge, with students

reporting that they had learned some new language features to describe unfamiliar texts. It

was also an opportunity to gain familiarity with the impending examination structure.

Teachers that are willing to tolerate a level of abstraction are able to access a rich context of

social constructivist benefits that go beyond simple comprehension through the use of ERGs.

Students found the ERGs to be very engaging and enjoyable. Students reported that they felt a

much higher sense of persistence, and positive pressure from competition, which persisted to

regular class time. A range of possible interpretations of student motivation and engagement

as derived from the data were offered in the previous chapter. It is sufficient to say that most

individuals were willing to engage with the intervention. Motivational management by the
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teacher pre- and post-intervention has a range of possibilities, most notably in teaching

students to fail successfully.

My recommendations for learning and engagement are: Teachers looking to include ERGs

into the classroom should be mindful of the expectations of their students about learning,

especially if the context requires them to learn large amounts of content knowledge. ERGs are

not yet established as a teaching intervention in the English discipline, and my findings

suggest that in this form they are most suited to building motivation and engagement. ERGs

may incorporate subjective aspects of disciplines, as long as teachers are willing to accept the

abstraction from subjective interpretation to objective puzzle solving. For some teachers, this

abstraction will be too different from the authentic disciplinary literacies to be meaningful as

a learning intervention. ERGs would likely not be a useful tool in that scenario. I recommend

using ERGs as an intervention where student engagement may otherwise be low.

Research Question 3

3) How do the affordances and drawbacks of ERGs apply to educational experiences in

the English discipline?

As discussed in the previous chapter, the affordances and drawbacks identified in the

literature review were broadly applicable to this intervention. Time constraints are the main

consideration for a High School setting, and deciding what to prioritise of puzzle length,

adjacency of briefing and debriefing, and mechanisms to support success will depend on the

designer’s priorities. For English, disciplinary literacy is a practical way to describe the

analytical process. Moje (2015) and Rainey’s (2017) framework is a valuable starting point
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for future researchers who want to develop an English discipline centred ERG design

framework. Fundamentally, ERGs were found to be a fun and engaging way to expose

students to a traditionally unengaging topic.

My recommendations are: Clarke et al.’s (2017) framework for educational ERGs is a useful

design tool that allows teachers that are unfamiliar with the process of creating an ERG a

place to begin. As I have suggested in my research, teachers will need to adapt the process to

fit their needs. I have discussed the considerations drawn from this case study in the previous

chapter. Briefly, these considerations covered the management of limited time, the careful

balancing of difficulty, deciding on suitable modes of briefing and debriefing, that there is a

high initial design-time cost, that different disciplines will need to consider their

implementation carefully, and that any summative assessments of student learning need to be

integrated carefully. I also recommend that teachers looking for a specific framework to

describe the intricacies of English disciplinary literacy could use the collective work of Moje

(2015) and Rainey (2017) as a robust starting point.

Concluding Reflection

I set out to thoroughly examine the use of ERGs as a learning intervention. Through a

rigorous analysis of the raw data, I have richly captured the experience of students in what is

one of the first applications of ERGs and the English discipline. I have sought to make sense

of my findings in light of the extant research, and I think this was broadly successful. At the

same time, this research breaks new ground in the field, which means that the design and

conceptual frameworks were not always a perfect fit.
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I have discussed at length about the abstraction gap between the subjective and objective

aspects of learning. English as a discipline thrives on ambiguity. I worry that this intervention

may have implied to the students that there are ‘right’ answers to the questions they will face

in later formal examinations. Despite this concern, I am optimistic that they have developed a

sustaining persistence to support them through learning challenges in English in the future.

As I finished writing my thesis, I decided to subject my Year 13 class to the infamously

difficult ERG 2. Both groups in my brightest and most advanced class failed to complete the

game. Afterwards, I asked a student if she would like to play another one even though she

lost. She replied that she would. When I asked her why, she shrugged and said, “It was just

really fun”.
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